
Instalasi Mikrotik Router OS 

CD-Install 

Description 

To install the RouterOS using a CD you will need a CD-writer and a blank CD. Burn the 

CD-image (an .iso file) to a CD. The archive with image can be downloaded here. 

Follow the instructions to install RouterOS using CD-Install: 

1. After downloading the CD image from www.mikrotik.com you will have an ISO 

file on your computer: 

MT ISO Image 

2. Open a CD Writing software, like Ahead NERO as in this example: 

 

3. In the program, choose Burn Image entry from the Recorder menu (there should 

be similary named option in all major CD burning programs): 

http://mt.lv/download.html#v2.php
http://www.mikrotik.com.php/
http://www.nero.com/


 

4. Select the recently extracted ISO file and click Open: 

 

5. Finally, click Burn button: 



 

6. Set the first boot device to CDROM in router's BIOS. 

7. After booting from CD you will see a menu where to choose packages to install: 

 

Follow the instructions, select needed packages, and press 'i' to install the 

software. 

8. You will be asked for 2 questions: 

      

Press [Y] to continue or [N] to abort the installation. 

 



You should choose whether you want to keep old configuration (press [Y]) or to 

erase the configuration permanently (press [N]) and continue without saving it. 

For a fresh installation, press [N]. 

 

The system will install selected packages. After that you will be prompted to press 

'Enter'. Before doing that, remove the CD from your CD-Drive: 

 

Note: after the installation you will have to enter the Software key. See this manual how 

to do it. 

 

Configuration Management 

Document revision: 1.6 (Mon Sep 19 12:55:52 GMT 2005) 

Applies to: V2.9  

General Information 

Summary 

This manual introduces you with commands which are used to perform the following 

functions: 

 system backup  

 system restore from a backup  

 configuration export  

 configuration import  

 system configuration reset  

Description 

The configuration backup can be used for backing up MikroTik RouterOS configuration 

to a binary file, which can be stored on the router or downloaded from it using FTP. The 

configuration restore can be used for restoring the router's configuration from a backup 

file. 

http://www.mikrotik.com/testdocs/ros/2.9/system/license.php


The configuration export can be used for dumping out MikroTik RouterOS configuration 

to the console screen or to a text (script) file, which can be downloaded from the router 

using FTP. The configuration import can be used to import the router configuration script 

from a text file. 

System reset command is used to erase all configuration on the router. Before doing that, 

it might be useful to backup the router's configuration. 

Note! In order to be sure that the backup will not fail, system backup load command 

must be used on the same computer with the same hardware where system backup save 

was done. 

System Backup 

Submenu level: /system backup 

Description 

The save command is used to store the entire router configuration in a backup file. The 

file is shown in the /file submenu. It can be downloaded via ftp to keep it as a backup for 

your configuration. 

To restore the system configuration, for example, after a /system reset, it is possible to 

upload that file via ftp and load that backup file using load command in /system backup 

submenu. 

Command Description 

load name=[filename] - Load configuration backup from a file 

save name=[filename] - Save configuration backup to a file 

Example 

To save the router configuration to file test: 

 

To see the files stored on the router: 

 



Example 

To load the saved backup file test: 

 

The Export Command 

Command name: /export 

Description 

The export command prints a script that can be used to restore configuration. The 

command can be invoked at any menu level, and it acts for that menu level and all menu 

levels below it. If the argument from is used, then it is possible to export only specified 

items. In this case export does not descend recursively through the command hierarchy. 

export also has the argument file, which allows you to save the script in a file on the 

router to retrieve it later via FTP. 

Command Description 

file=[filename] - saves the export to a file 

from=[number] - specifies from which item to start to generate the export file 

Example 

 

To make an export file: 

 

To make an export file from only one item: 

 



To see the files stored on the router: 

 

To export the setting on the display use the same command without the file argument: 

 

The Import Command 

Command name: /import 

Description 

The root level command /import [file_name] restores the exported information from the 

specified file. This is used to restore configuration or part of it after a /system reset event 

or anything that causes configuration data loss. 

Note that it is impossible to import the whole router configuration using this feature. It 

can only be used to import a part of configuration (for example, firewall rules) in order to 

spare you some typing. 

Command Description 

file=[filename] - loads the exported configuration from a file to router 

Example 

To load the saved export file use the following command: 

 



Configuration Reset 

Command name: /system reset 

Description 

The command clears all configuration of the router and sets it to the default including the 

login name and password ('admin' and no password), IP addresses and other 

configuration is erased, interfaces will become disabled. After the reset command router 

will reboot. 

Command Description 

reset - erases router's configuration 

Notes 

If the router has been installed using netinstall and had a script specified as the initial 

configuration, the reset command executes this script after purging the configuration. To 

stop it doing so, you will have to reinstall the router. 

Example 

 

 

Serial Console and Terminal 

Document revision: 2.1 (Wed Mar 03 16:12:49 GMT 2004) 

Applies to: V2.9  

General Information 

Summary 

The Serial Console and Terminal are tools, used to communicate with devices and other 

systems that are interconnected via serial port. The serial terminal may be used to 

monitor and configure many devices - including modems, network devices (including 

MikroTik routers), and any device that can be connected to a serial (asynchronous) port. 

Specifications 



Packages required: system 

License required: Level1 

Submenu level: /system, /system console, /system serial-terminal 

Standards and Technologies: RS-232 

Hardware usage: Not significant 

Related Documents 

 Software Package Management  

Description 

The Serial Console (managed side) feature allows configuring one serial port of the 

MikroTik router for access to the router's Terminal Console over the serial port. A special 

null-modem cable is required to connect the router's serial port with the workstation's or 

laptop's serial (COM) port. A terminal emulation program, e.g., HyperTerminal, should 

be run on the workstation. You can also use MikroTik RouterOS to connect to an another 

Serial Console (for example, on a Cisco router). 

Several customers have described situations where the Serial Terminal (managing side) 

feature would be useful: 

 in a mountaintop where a MikroTik wireless installation sits next to equipment 

(including switches and Cisco routers) that can not be managed in-band (by telnet 

through an IP network)  

 monitoring weather-reporting equipment through a serial-console  

 connection to a high-speed microwave modem that needed to be monitored and 

managed by a serial-console connection  

With the serial-terminal feature of the MikroTik, up to 132 (and, maybe, even more) 

devices can be monitored and controlled 

Serial Console Configuration 

Description 

A special null-modem cable should be used for connecting to the serial console. The 

Serial Console cabling diagram for DB9 connectors is as follows: 

Router Side (DB9f) Signal Direction Side (DB9f) 

1, 6 CD, DSR IN 4 

2 RxD IN 3 

3 TxD OUT 2 

http://www.mikrotik.com/testdocs/ros/2.9/guide/packages.php


4 DTR OUT 1, 6 

5 GND - 5 

7 RTS OUT 8 

8 CTS IN 7 

Configuring Console 

Submenu level: /system console 

Property Description 

enabled (yes | no; default: no) - whether serial console is enabled or not 

free (read-only: text) - console is ready for use 

port (name; default: serial0) - which port should the serial terminal listen to 

term (text) - name for the terminal 

used (read-only: text) - console is in use 

vcno (read-only: integer) - number of virtual console - [Alt]+[F1] represents '1', 

[Alt]+[F2] - '2', etc. 

wedged (read-only: text) - console is currently not available 

Example 

To enable Serial Console with terminal name MyConsole: 

 

To check if the port is available or used (parameter used-by): 

 



Using Serial Terminal 

Command name: /system serial-terminal 

Description 

The command is used to communicate with devices and other systems that are connected 

to router via serial port. 

All keyboard input is forwarded to the serial port and all data from the port is output to 

the connected device. After exiting with [Ctrl]+[Q], the control signals of the port are 

lowered. The speed and other parameters of serial port may be configured in the /port 

directory of router console. No terminal translation on printed data is performed. It is 

possible to get the terminal in an unusable state by outputting sequences of inappropriate 

control characters or random data. Do not connect to devices at an incorrect speed and 

avoid dumping binary data. 

Property Description 

port (name) - port name to use 

Notes 

[Ctrl]+[Q] and [Ctrl]+[X] have special meaning and are used to provide a possibility of 

exiting from nested serial-terminal sessions: 

To send [Ctrl]+[X] to to serial port, press [Ctrl]+[X] [Ctrl]+[X] 

To send [Ctrl]+[Q] to to serial port, press [Ctrl]+[X] [Ctrl]+[Q] 

Example 

To connect to a device connected to the serial1 port: 

 

Console Screen 

Submenu level: /system console screen 

Description 



This facility is created to change line number per screen if you have a monitor connected 

to router. 

Property Description 

line-count (25 | 40 | 50) - number of lines on monitor 

Notes 

This parameter is applied only to a monitor, connected to the router. 

Example 

To set monitor's resolution from 80x25 to 80x40: 

 

 

IP Addresses and ARP 

Document revision: 1.3 (Tue Sep 20 19:02:32 GMT 2005) 

Applies to: V2.9  

General Information 

Summary 

The following Manual discusses IP address management and the Address Resolution 

Protocol settings. IP addresses serve as identification when communicating with other 

network devices using the TCP/IP protocol. In turn, communication between devices in 

one physical network proceeds with the help of Address Resolution Protocol and ARP 

addresses. 

Specifications 

Packages required: system 

License required: Level1 

Submenu level: /ip address, /ip arp 

Standards and Technologies: IP, ARP 

Hardware usage: Not significant 

http://www.faqs.org/rfcs/rfc791.html
http://www.faqs.org/rfcs/rfc826.html


Related Documents 

 Software Package Management  

IP Addressing 

Submenu level: /ip address 

Description 

IP addresses serve for a general host identification purposes in IP networks. Typical 

(IPv4) address consists of four octets. For proper addressing the router also needs the 

network mask value, id est which bits of the complete IP address refer to the address of 

the host, and which - to the address of the network. The network address value is 

calculated by binary AND operation from network mask and IP address values. It's also 

possible to specify IP address followed by slash "/" and amount of bits assigned to a 

network mask. 

In most cases, it is enough to specify the address, the netmask, and the interface 

arguments. The network prefix and the broadcast address are calculated automatically. 

It is possible to add multiple IP addresses to an interface or to leave the interface without 

any addresses assigned to it. Leaving a physical interface without an IP address is not a 

must when the bridging between interfaces is used. In case of bridging, the IP address can 

be assigned to any interface in the bridge, but actually the address will belong to the 

bridge interface. You can use /ip address print detail to see to which interface the 

address belongs to. 

MikroTik RouterOS has following types of addresses: 

 Static - manually assigned to the interface by a user  

 Dynamic - automatically assigned to the interface by estabilished ppp, ppptp, or 

pppoe connections  

Property Description 

actual-interface (read-only: name) - only applicable to logical interfaces like bridges or 

tunnels. Holds the name of the actual hardware interface the logical one is bound to. 

address (IP address) - IP address 

broadcast (IP address; default: 255.255.255.255) - broadcasting IP address, calculated 

by default from an IP address and a network mask 

disabled (yes | no; default: no) - specifies whether the address is disabled or not 

interface (name) - interface name the IP address is assigned to 

netmask (IP address; default: 0.0.0.0) - specifies network address part of an IP address 

http://www.mikrotik.com/testdocs/ros/2.9/guide/packages.php


network (IP address; default: 0.0.0.0) - IP address for the network. For point-to-point 

links it should be the address of the remote end 

Notes 

You cannot have two different IP addresses from the same network assigned to the 

router. Exempli gratia, the combination of IP address 10.0.0.1/24 on the ether1 interface 

and IP address 10.0.0.132/24 on the ether2 interface is invalid, because both addresses 

belong to the same network 10.0.0.0/24. Use addresses from different networks on 

different interfaces, or enable proxy-arp on ether1 or ether2. 

Example 

 

Address Resolution Protocol 

Submenu level: /ip arp 

Description 

Even though IP packets are addressed using IP addresses, hardware addresses must be 

used to actually transport data from one host to another. Address Resolution Protocol is 

used to map OSI level 3 IP addreses to OSI level 2 MAC addreses. A router has a table of 

currently used ARP entries. Normally the table is built dynamically, but to increase 

network security, it can be built statically by means of adding static entries. 

Property Description 

address (IP address) - IP address to be mapped 

interface (name) - interface name the IP address is assigned to 

mac-address (MAC address; default: 00:00:00:00:00:00) - MAC address to be mapped 

to 

Notes 

Maximal number of ARP entries is 8192. 



If arp feature is turned off on the interface, i.e., arp=disabled is used, ARP requests from 

clients are not answered by the router. Therefore, static arp entry should be added to the 

clients as well. For example, the router's IP and MAC addresses should be added to the 

Windows workstations using the arp command: 

 

If arp property is set to reply-only on the interface, then router only replies to ARP 

requests. Neighbour MAC addresses will be resolved using /ip arp statically. 

Example 

 

If static arp entries are used for network security on an interface, you should set arp to 

'reply-only' on that interface. Do it under the relevant /interface menu: 

 

Proxy-ARP feature 

Description 

A router with properly configured proxy ARP feature acts like a transparent ARP proxy 

between directly connected networks. Consider the following network diagram: 



 

Suppose the host A needs to communicate to host C. To do this, it needs to know host's C 

MAC address. As shown on the diagram above, host A has /24 network mask. That 

makes host A to believe that it is directly connected to the whole 192.168.0.0/24 network. 

When a computer needs to communicate to another one on a directly connected network, 

it sends a broadcast ARP request. Therefore host A sends a broadcast ARP request for the 

host C MAC address. 

Broadcast ARP requests are sent to the broadcast MAC address FF:FF:FF:FF:FF:FF. 

Since the ARP request is a broadcast, it will reach all hosts in the network A, including 

the router R1, but it will not reach host C, because routers do not forward broadcasts by 

default. A router with enabled proxy ARP knows that the host C is on another subnet and 

will reply with its own MAC adress. The router with enabled proxy ARP always answer 

with its own MAC address if it has a route to the destination. 

This behaviour can be usefull, for example, if you want to assign dial-in (ppp, pppoe, 

pptp) clients IP addresses from the same address space as used on the connected LAN. 

Example 



Consider the following configuration: 

 

The MikroTik Router setup is as follows: 

 

As you can see, a dynamic connected route has been automatically added to the routes 

list. If you want the default gateway be the other router of the p2p link, just add a static 

route for it. It is shown as 0 in the example above. 



Troubleshooting 

Description 

 Router shows that the IP address is invalid  

Check whether the interface exists to which the IP address is assigned. Or maybe 

it is disabled. It is also possible that the system has crashed - reboot the router. 

 Router shows that the ARP entry is invalid  

Check whether the interface exists to which the ARP entry is assigned. Or maybe 

it is disabled. Check also for an IP address for the particular interface. 

 

Graphing 

Document revision: 1.1 (Wed Mar 15 09:46:17 GMT 2006) 

Applies to: V2.9  

General Information 

Summary 

Graphing is a tool which is used for monitoring various RouterOS parameters over a 

period of time. 

Specifications 

Packages required: system, routerboard(optional) 

License required: Level1 

Submenu level: /tool graphing 

Hardware usage: Not significant 

Description 

The Graphing tool can display graphics for: 

 Routerboard health (voltage and temperature)  

 Resource usage (CPU, Memory and Disk usage)  

 Traffic which is passed through interfaces  

 Traffic which is passed through simple queues  



Graphing consists of two parts - first part collects information and other part displays data 

in a Web page. To access the graphics, type http://[Router_IP_address]/graphs/ and 

choose a graphic to display in your Web browser. 

Data from the router is gathered every 5 minutes, but saved on the system drive every 

store-every time. After rebooting the router, graphing will display information that was 

last time saved on the disk before the reboot. 

RouterOS generates four graphics for each item: 

 "Daily" Graph (5 Minute Average)  

 "Weekly" Graph (30 Minute Average)  

 "Monthly" Graph (2 Hour Average)  

 "Yearly" Graph (1 Day Average)  

To access each graphic from a network, specify this network in allow-address parameter 

for the respective item. 

General Options 

Submenu level: /tool graphing 

Property Description 

store-every (5min | hour | 24hours; default: 5min) - how often to store information on 

system drive 

Example 

To store information on system drive every hour: 

 

Health Graphing 

Submenu level: /tool graphing health 

Description 

This submenu provides information about RouterBoard's 'health' - voltage and 

temperature. For this option, you have to install the routerboard package: 



Property Description 

allow-address (IP address/netmask; default: 0.0.0.0/0) - network which is allowed to 

view graphs of router health 

store-on-disk (yes | no; default: yes) - whether to store information about traffic on 

system drive or not. If not, the information will be stored in RAM and will be lost after a 

reboot 

Interface Graphing 

Submenu level: /tool graphing interface 

Description 

Shows how much traffic is passed through an interface over a period of time. 

Property Description 

allow-address (IP address/netmask; default: 0.0.0.0/0) - IP address range which is 

allowed to view information about the interface. If a client PC not belonging to this IP 

address range tries to open http://[Router_IP_address]/graphs/, it will not see this entry 

interface (name; default: all) - name of the interface which will be monitored 

store-on-disk (yes | no; default: yes) - whether to store information about traffic on 

system drive or not. If not, the information will be stored in RAM and will be lost after a 

reboot 

Example 

To monitor traffic which is passed through interface ether1 only from local network 

192.168.0.0/24, and write information on disk: 

 

Graph for interface ether1: 

 

Simple Queue Graphing 



Submenu level: /tool graphing queue 

Description 

In this submenu you can specify a queue from the /queue simple list to make a graphic 

for it. 

Property Description 

allow-address (IP address/netmask; default: 0.0.0.0/0) - IP address range which is 

allowed to view information about the queue. If a client PC not belonging to this IP 

address range tries to open http://[Router_IP_address]/graphs/, it will not see this entry 

allow-target (yes | no; default: yes) - whether to allow access to web graphing from IP 

range that is specified in /queue simple target-address  

simple-queue (name; default: all) - name of simple queue which will be monitored 

store-on-disk (yes | no; default: yes) - whether to store information about traffic on hard 

drive or not. If not, the information will be stored in RAM and will be lost after a reboot 

Example 

Add a simple queue to Grapher list with simple-queue name queue1, allow limited 

clients to access Grapher from web, store information about traffic on disk: 

 

"Daily" graphic for queue1: 

 

Resource Graphing 

Submenu level: /tool graphing resource 

Description 

Provides with router resource usage information over a period of time: 

 CPU usage  

 Memory usage  

 Disk usage  

Property Description 



allow-address (IP address/netmask; default: 0.0.0.0/0) - IP address range which is 

allowed to view information about the resource usage. If a client PC not belonging to this 

IP address range tries to open http://[Router_IP_address]/graphs/, it will not see this 

entry 

store-on-disk (yes | no; default: yes) - whether to store information about traffic on hard 

drive or not. If not, the information will be stored in RAM and will be lost after a reboot 

Example 

Add IP range 192.168.0.0/24 from which users are allowed to monitor Grapher's resource 

usage: 

 

 

Filter 

Document revision: 2.7 (Fri Nov 04 16:04:37 GMT 2005) 

Applies to: V2.9  

General Information 

Summary 

The firewall implements packet filtering and thereby provides security functions that are 

used to manage data flow to, from and through the router. Along with the Network 

Address Translation it serve as a tool for preventing unauthorized access to directly 

attached networks and the router itself as well as a filter for outgoing traffic. 

Quick Setup Guide 

 To add a firewall rule which drops all TCP packets that are destined to port 135 

and going through the router, use the following command: 

 

 To deny acces to the router via Telnet (protocol TCP, port 23), type the following 

command: 



 

 To only allow not more than 5 simultaneous connections from each of the clients, 

do the following: 

 

Specifications 

Packages required: system 

License required: Level1 (P2P filters limited to 1) , Level3 

Submenu level: /ip firewall filter 

Standards and Technologies: IP, RFC2113 

Hardware usage: Increases with filtering rules count 

Related Documents 

 Software Package Management  

 IP Addresses and ARP  

 Routes, Equal Cost Multipath Routing, Policy Routing  

 NAT  

 Mangle  

 Packet Flow  

Firewall Filter 

Submenu level: /ip firewall filter 

Description 

Network firewalls keep outside threats away from sensitive data available inside the 

network. Whenever different networks are joined together, there is always a threat that 

someone from outside of your network will break into your LAN. Such break-ins may 

result in private data being stolen and distributed, valuable data being altered or 

destroyed, or entire hard drives being erased. Firewalls are used as a means of preventing 

or minimizing the security risks inherent in connecting to other networks. Properly 

configured firewall plays a key role in efficient and secure network infrastrure 

deployment. 

MikroTik RouterOS has very powerful firewall implementation with features including: 

 stateful packet filtering  

 peer-to-peer protocols filtering  

http://www.faqs.org/rfcs/rfc791.html
http://rfc2113.x42.com/
http://www.mikrotik.com/testdocs/ros/2.9/guide/packages.php
http://www.mikrotik.com/testdocs/ros/2.9/ip/address.php
http://www.mikrotik.com/testdocs/ros/2.9/ip/route.php
http://www.mikrotik.com/testdocs/ros/2.9/ip/nat.php
http://www.mikrotik.com/testdocs/ros/2.9/ip/mangle.php
http://www.mikrotik.com/testdocs/ros/2.9/ip/flow.php


 traffic classification by:  

o source MAC address  

o IP addresses (network or list) and address types (broadcast, local, 

multicast, unicast)  

o port or port range  

o IP protocols  

o protocol options (ICMP type and code fields, TCP flags, IP options and 

MSS)  

o interface the packet arrived from or left through  

o internal flow and connection marks  

o ToS (DSCP) byte  

o packet content  

o rate at which packets arrive and sequence numbers  

o packet size  

o packet arrival time  

o and much more!  

General Filtering Principles  

The firewall operates by means of firewall rules. A rule is a definitive form expression 

that tells the router what to do with a particular IP packet. Each rule consists of two parts 

that are the matcher which matches traffic flow against given conditions and the action 

which defines what to do with the mathched packets. Rules are organized in chains for 

better management. 

The filter facility has three default chains: input, forward and output that are 

responsible for traffic coming from, throurh and to the router, respectively. New user-

defined chains can be added, as necessary. Since these chains have no default traffic to 

match, rules with action=jump and relevant jump-target should be added to one or 

more of the three default chains. 

Filter Chains  

As mentioned before, the firewall filtering rules are grouped together in chains. It allows 

a packet to be matched against one common criterion in one chain, and then passed over 

for processing against some other common criteria to another chain. For example a 

packet should be matched against the IP address:port pair. Of course, it could be 

achieved by adding as many rules with IP address:port match as required to the 

forward chain, but a better way could be to add one rule that matches traffic from a 

particular IP address, e.g.: /ip firewall filter add src-address=1.1.1.2/32 

jump-target="mychain" and in case of successfull match passes control over the IP 

packet to some other chain, id est mychain in this example. Then rules that perform 

matching against separate ports can be added to mychain chain without specifying the IP 

addresses. 

There are three predefined chains, which cannot be deleted: 



 input - used to process packets entering the router through one of the interfaces 

with the destination IP address which is one of the router's addresses. Packets 

passing through the router are not processed against the rules of the input chain  

 forward - used to process packets passing through the router  

 output - used to process packets originated from the router and leaving it through 

one of the interfaces. Packets passing through the router are not processed against 

the rules of the output chain  

When processing a chain, rules are taken from the chain in the order they are listed there 

from top to bottom. If a packet matches the criteria of the rule, then the specified action is 

performed on it, and no more rules are processed in that chain (the exception is the 

passthrough action). If a packet has not matched any rule within the chain, then it is 

accepted. 

Property Description 

action (accept | add-dst-to-address-list | add-src-to-address-list | drop | jump | log | 

passthrough | reject | return | tarpit; default: accept) - action to undertake if the packet 

matches the rule 

accept - accept the packet. No action is taken, i.e. the packet is passed through and no 

more rules are applied to it  

add-dst-to-address-list - adds destination address of an IP packet to the address list 

specified by address-list parameter  

add-src-to-address-list - adds source address of an IP packet to the address list specified 

by address-list parameter  

drop - silently drop the packet (without sending the ICMP reject message)  

jump - jump to the chain specified by the value of the jump-target parameter  

log - each match with this action will add a message to the system log  

passthrough - ignores this rule and goes on to the next one  

reject - reject the packet and send an ICMP reject message  

return - passes control back to the chain from where the jump took place  

tarpit - captures and holds incoming TCP connections (replies with SYN/ACK to the 

inbound TCP SYN packet)  

address-list (name) - specifies the name of the address list to collect IP addresses from 

rules having action=add-dst-to-address-list or action=add-src-to-address-list actions. 

These address lists could be later used for packet matching 

address-list-timeout (time; default: 00:00:00) - time interval after which the address will 

be removed from the address list specified by address-list parameter. Used in 

conjunction with add-dst-to-address-list or add-src-to-address-list actions 

00:00:00 - leave the address in the address list forever  

chain (forward | input | output | name) - specifies the chain to put a particular rule into. 

As the different traffic is passed through different chains, always be careful in choosing 

the right chain for a new rule. If the input does not match the name of an already defined 

chain, a new chain will be created 

comment (text) - a descriptive comment for the rule. A comment can be used to identify 

rules form scripts 



connection-bytes (integer-integer) - matches packets only if a given amount of bytes has 

been transfered through the particular connection 

0 - means infinity, exempli gratia: connection-bytes=2000000-0 means that the rule 

matches if more than 2MB has been transfered through the relevant connection  

connection-limit (integer,netmask) - restrict connection limit per address or address 

block 

connection-mark (name) - matches packets marked via mangle facility with particular 

connection mark 

connection-state (estabilished | invalid | new | related) - interprets the connection 

tracking analysis data for a particular packet 

estabilished - a packet which belongs to an existing connection, exempli gratia a reply 

packet or a packet which belongs to already replied connection  

invalid - a packet which could not be identified for some reason. This includes out of 

memory condition and ICMP errors which do not correspond to any known connection. It 

is generally advised to drop these packets  

new - a packet which begins a new TCP connection  

related - a packet which is related to, but not part of an existing connection, such as 

ICMP errors or a packet which begins FTP data connection (the later requires enabled 

FTP connection tracking helper under /ip firewall service-port)  

connection-type (ftp | gre | h323 | irc | mms | pptp | quake3 | tftp) - matches packets from 

related connections based on information from their connection tracking helpers. A 

relevant connection helper must be enabled under /ip firewall service-port  

content (text) - the text packets should contain in order to match the rule 

dst-address (IP address/netmask | IP address-IP address) - specifies the address range 

an IP packet is destined to. Note that console converts entered address/netmask value to 

a valid network address, i.e.:1.1.1.1/24 is converted to 1.1.1.0/24  

dst-address-list (name) - matches destination address of a packet against user-defined 

address list 

dst-address-type (unicast | local | broadcast | multicast) - matches destination address 

type of the IP packet, one of the: 

unicast - IP addresses used for one point to another point transmission. There is only one 

sender and one receiver in this case  

local - matches addresses assigned to router's interfaces  

broadcast - the IP packet is sent from one point to all other points in the IP subnetwork  

multicast - this type of IP addressing is responsible for transmission from one or more 

points to a set of other points  

dst-limit (integer/time{0,1},integer,dst-address | dst-port | src-address{+},time{0,1}) - 

limits the packet per second (pps) rate on a per destination IP or per destination port base. 

As opposed to the limit match, every destination IP address / destination port has it's own 

limit. The options are as follows (in order of appearance): 

Count - maximum average packet rate, measured in packets per second (pps), unless 

followed by Time option  

Time - specifies the time interval over which the packet rate is measured  

Burst - number of packets to match in a burst  

Mode - the classifier(-s) for packet rate limiting  

Expire - specifies interval after which recorded IP addresses / ports will be deleted  



dst-port (integer: 0..65535-integer: 0..65535{*}) - destination port number or range 

hotspot (multiple choice: from-client | auth | local-dst | http) - matches packets received 

from clients against various Hot-Spot. All values can be negated 

from-client - true, if a packet comes from HotSpot client 

auth - true, if a packet comes from authenticted client 

local-dst - true, if a packet has local destination IP address 

hotspot - true, if it is a TCP packet from client and either the transparent proxy on port 

80 is enabled or the client has a proxy address configured and this address is equal to the 

address:port pair of the IP packet 

icmp-options (integer:integer) - matches ICMP Type:Code fields 

in-interface (name) - interface the packet has entered the router through 

ipv4-options (any | loose-source-routing | no-record-route | no-router-alert | no-source-

routing | no-timestamp | none | record-route | router-alert | strict-source-routing | 

timestamp) - match ipv4 header options 

any - match packet with at least one of the ipv4 options  

loose-source-routing - match packets with loose source routing option. This option is 

used to route the internet datagram based on information supplied by the source  

no-record-route - match packets with no record route option. This option is used to route 

the internet datagram based on information supplied by the source  

no-router-alert - match packets with no router alter option  

no-source-routing - match packets with no source routing option  

no-timestamp - match packets with no timestamp option  

record-route - match packets with record route option  

router-alert - match packets with router alter option  

strict-source-routing - match packets with strict source routing option  

timestamp - match packets with timestamp  

jump-target (forward | input | output | name) - name of the target chain to jump to, if the 

action=jump is used 

limit (integer/time{0,1},integer) - restricts packet match rate to a given limit. Usefull to 

reduce the amount of log messages 

Count - maximum average packet rate, measured in packets per second (pps), unless 

followed by Time option  

Time - specifies the time interval over which the packet rate is measured  

Burst - number of packets to match in a burst  

log-prefix (text) - all messages written to logs will contain the prefix specified herein. 

Used in conjunction with action=log  

nth (integer,integer: 0..15,integer{0,1}) - match a particular Nth packet received by the 

rule. One of 16 available counters can be used to count packets 

Every - match every Every+1th packet. For example, if Every=1 then the rule matches 

every 2nd packet  

Counter - specifies which counter to use. A counter increments each time the rule 

containing nth match matches  

Packet - match on the given packet number. The value by obvious reasons must be 

between 0 and Every. If this option is used for a given counter, then there must be at least 

Every+1 rules with this option, covering all values between 0 and Every inclusively.  

out-interface (name) - interface the packet will leave the router through 



p2p (all-p2p | bit-torrent | blubster | direct-connect | edonkey | fasttrack | gnutella | 

soulseek | warez | winmx) - matches packets from various peer-to-peer (P2P) protocols 

packet-mark (text) - matches packets marked via mangle facility with particular packet 

mark 

packet-size (integer: 0..65535-integer: 0..65535{0,1}) - matches packet of the specified 

size or size range in bytes 

Min - specifies lower boundary of the size range or a standalone value  

Max - specifies upper boundary of the size range  

phys-in-interface (name) - matches the bridge port physical input device added to a 

bridge device. It is only useful if the packet has arrived through the bridge 

phys-out-interface (name) - matches the bridge port physical output device added to a 

bridge device. It is only useful if the packet will leave the router through the bridge 

protocol (ddp | egp | encap | ggp | gre | hmp | icmp | idrp-cmtp | igmp | ipencap | ipip | 

ipsec-ah | ipsec-esp | iso-tp4 | ospf | pup | rdp | rspf | st | tcp | udp | vmtp | xns-idp | xtp | 

integer) - matches particular IP protocol specified by protocol name or number. You 

should specify this setting if you want to specify ports 

psd (integer,time,integer,integer) - attempts to detect TCP and UDP scans. It is advised 

to assign lower weight to ports with high numbers to reduce the frequency of false 

positives, such as from passive mode FTP transfers 

WeightThreshold - total weight of the latest TCP/UDP packets with different destination 

ports coming from the same host to be treated as port scan sequence  

DelayThreshold - delay for the packets with different destination ports coming from the 

same host to be treated as possible port scan subsequence  

LowPortWeight - weight of the packets with privileged (<=1024) destination port  

HighPortWeight - weight of the packet with non-priviliged destination port  

random (integer: 1..99) - matches packets randomly with given propability 

reject-with (icmp-admin-prohibited | icmp-echo-reply | icmp-host-prohibited | icmp-

host-unreachable | icmp-net-prohibited | icmp-network-unreachable | icmp-port-

unreachable | icmp-protocol-unreachable | tcp-reset | integer) - alters the reply packet of 

reject action 

routing-mark (name) - matches packets marked by mangle facility with particular 

routing mark 

src-address (IP address/netmask | IP address-IP address) - specifies the address range 

an IP packet is originated from. Note that console converts entered address/netmask 

value to a valid network address, i.e.:1.1.1.1/24 is converted to 1.1.1.0/24  

src-address-list (name) - matches source address of a packet against user-defined 

address list 

src-address-type (unicast | local | broadcast | multicast) - matches source address type of 

the IP packet, one of the: 

unicast - IP addresses used for one point to another point transmission. There is only one 

sender and one receiver in this case  

local - matches addresses assigned to router's interfaces  

broadcast - the IP packet is sent from one point to all other points in the IP subnetwork  

multicast - this type of IP addressing is responsible for transmission from one or more 

points to a set of other points  

src-mac-address (MAC address) - source MAC address 



src-port (integer: 0..65535-integer: 0..65535{*}) - source port number or range 

tcp-flags (ack | cwr | ece | fin | psh | rst | syn | urg) - tcp flags to match 

ack - acknowledging data  

cwr - congestion window reduced  

ece - ECN-echo flag (explicit congestion notification)  

fin - close connection  

psh - push function  

rst - drop connection  

syn - new connection  

urg - urgent data  

tcp-mss (integer: 0..65535) - matches TCP MSS value of an IP packet 

time (time-time,sat | fri | thu | wed | tue | mon | sun{+}) - allows to create filter based on 

the packets' arrival time and date or, for locally generated packets, departure time and 

date 

tos (max-reliability | max-throughput | min-cost | min-delay | normal) - specifies a match 

for the value of Type of Service (ToS) field of an IP header 

max-reliability - maximize reliability (ToS=4)  

max-throughput - maximize throughput (ToS=8)  

min-cost - minimize monetary cost (ToS=2)  

min-delay - minimize delay (ToS=16)  

normal - normal service (ToS=0)  

Notes 

Because the NAT rules are applied first, it is important to hold this in mind when setting 

up firewall rules, since the original packets might be already modified by the NAT 

Filter Applications 

Protect your RouterOS router 

To protect your router, you should not only change admin's password but also set up 

packet filtering. All packets with destination to the router are processed against the ip 

firewall input chain. Note, that the input chain does not affect packets which are being 

transferred through the router. 

 



Protecting the Customer's Network 

To protect the customer's network, we should check all traffic which goes through router 

and block unwanted. For icmp, tcp, udp traffic we will create chains, where will be 

droped all unwanted packets: 

 

Block IP addreses called "bogons": 

 

Make jumps to new chains: 

 

Create tcp chain and deny some tcp ports in it: 

 

Deny udp ports in udp chain: 



 

Allow only needed icmp codes in icmp chain: 
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General Information 

Summary 

Network Address Translation (NAT) is a router facility that replaces source and (or) 

destination IP addresses of the IP packet as it pass through thhe router. It is most 

commonly used to enable multiple host on a private network to access the Internet using 

a single public IP address. 

Specifications 

Packages required: system 

License required: Level1 (number of rules limited to 1) , Level3 

Submenu level: /ip firewall nat 

Standards and Technologies: IP, RFC1631, RFC2663 

Hardware usage: Increases with the count of rules 

http://www.faqs.org/rfcs/rfc791.html
http://www.faqs.org/rfcs/rfc1631.html
http://www.faqs.org/rfcs/rfc2663.html


Related Documents 

 Software Package Management  

 IP Addresses and ARP  

 Routes, Equal Cost Multipath Routing, Policy Routing  

 Filter  

 Mangle  

 Packet Flow  

NAT 

Description 

Network Address Translation is an Internet standard that allows hosts on local area 

networks to use one set of IP addresses for internal communications and another set of IP 

addresses for external communications. A LAN that uses NAT is referred as natted 

network. For NAT to function, there should be a NAT gateway in each natted network. 

The NAT gateway (NAT router) performs IP address rewriting on the way a packet travel 

from/to LAN. 

There are two types of NAT: 

 source NAT or srcnat. This type of NAT is performed on packets that are 

originated from a natted network. A NAT router replaces the private source 

address of an IP packet with a new public IP address as it travels through the 

router. A reverse operation is applied to the reply packets travelling in the other 

direction.  

 destination NAT or dstnat. This type of NAT is performed on packets that are 

destined to the natted network. It is most comonly used to make hosts on a private 

network to be acceesible from the Internet. A NAT router performing dstnat 

replaces the destination IP address of an IP packet as it travel through the router 

towards a private network.  

NAT Drawbacks  

Hosts behind a NAT-enabled router do not have true end-to-end connectivity. Therefore 

some Internet protocols might not work in scenarios with NAT. Services that require the 

initiation of TCP connection from outside the private network or stateless protocols such 

as UDP, can be disrupted. Moreover, some protocols are inherently incompatible with 

NAT, a bold example is AH protocol from the IPsec suite. 

RouterOS includes a number of so-called NAT helpers, that enable NAT traversal for 

various protocols. 

Redirect and Masquerade  

http://www.mikrotik.com/testdocs/ros/2.9/guide/packages.php
http://www.mikrotik.com/testdocs/ros/2.9/ip/address.php
http://www.mikrotik.com/testdocs/ros/2.9/ip/route.php
http://www.mikrotik.com/testdocs/ros/2.9/ip/filter.php
http://www.mikrotik.com/testdocs/ros/2.9/ip/mangle.php
http://www.mikrotik.com/testdocs/ros/2.9/ip/flow.php


Redirect and masquerade are special forms of destination NAT and source NAT, 

respectively. Redirect is similar to the regular destination NAT in the same way as 

masquerade is similar to the source NAT - masquerade is a special form of source NAT 

without need to specify to-addresses - outgoing interface address is used automatically. 

The same is for redirect - it is a form of destination NAT where to-addresses is not used 

- incoming interface address is used instead. Note that to-ports is meaningful for redirect 

rules - this is the port of the service on the router that will handle these requests (e.g. web 

proxy). 

When packet is dst-natted (no matter - action=nat or action=redirect), dst address is 

changed. Information about translation of addresses (including original dst address) is 

kept in router's internal tables. Transparent web proxy working on router (when web 

requests get redirected to proxy port on router) can access this information from internal 

tables and get address of web server from them. If you are dst-natting to some different 

proxy server, it has no way to find web server's address from IP header (because dst 

address of IP packet that previously was address of web server has changed to address of 

proxy server). Starting from HTTP/1.1 there is special header in HTTP request which 

tells web server address, so proxy server can use it, instead of dst address of IP packet. If 

there is no such header (older HTTP version on client), proxy server can not determine 

web server address and therefore can not work. 

It means, that it is impossible to correctly transparently redirect HTTP traffic from router 

to some other transparent-proxy box. Only correct way is to add transparent proxy on the 

router itself, and configure it so that your "real" proxy is parent-proxy. In this situation 

your "real" proxy does not have to be transparent any more, as proxy on router will be 

transparent and will forward proxy-style requests (according to standard; these requests 

include all necessary information about web server) to "real" proxy. 

Property Description 

action (accept | add-dst-to-address-list | add-src-to-address-list | dst-nat | jump | log | 

masquerade | netmap | passthrough | redirect | return | same | src-nat; default: accept) - 

action to undertake if the packet matches the rule 

accept - accepts the packet. No action is taken, i.e. the packet is passed through and no 

more rules are applied to it  

add-dst-to-address-list - adds destination address of an IP packet to the address list 

specified by address-list parameter  

add-src-to-address-list - adds source address of an IP packet to the address list specified 

by address-list parameter  

dst-nat - replaces destination address of an IP packet to values specified by to-addresses 

and to-ports parameters  

jump - jump to the chain specified by the value of the jump-target parameter  

log - each match with this action will add a message to the system log  

masquerade - replaces source address of an IP packet to an automatically determined by 

the routing facility IP address  

netmap - creates a static 1:1 mapping of one set of IP addresses to another one. Often 



used to distribute public IP addresses to hosts on private networks  

passthrough - ignores this rule goes on to the next one  

redirect - replaces destination address of an IP packet to one of the router's local 

addresses  

return - passes control back to the chain from where the jump took place  

same - gives a particular client the same source/destination IP address from supplied 

range for each connection. This is most frequently used for services that expect the same 

client address for multiple connections from the same client  

src-nat - replaces source address of an IP packet to values specified by to-addresses and 

to-ports parameters  

address-list (name) - specifies the name of the address list to collect IP addresses from 

rules having action=add-dst-to-address-list or action=add-src-to-address-list actions. 

These address lists could be later used for packet matching 

address-list-timeout (time; default: 00:00:00) - time interval after which the address will 

be removed from the address list specified by address-list parameter. Used in 

conjunction with add-dst-to-address-list or add-src-to-address-list actions 

00:00:00 - leave the address in the address list forever  

chain (dstnat | srcnat | name) - specifies the chain to put a particular rule into. As the 

different traffic is passed through different chains, always be careful in choosing the right 

chain for a new rule. If the input does not match the name of an already defined chain, a 

new chain will be created 

dstnat - a rule placed in this chain is applied before routing. The rules that replace 

destination addresses of IP packets should be placed there  

srcnat - a rule placed in this chain is applied after routing. The rules that replace the 

source addresses of IP packets should be placed there  

comment (text) - a descriptive comment for the rule. A comment can be used to identify 

rules form scripts 

connection-bytes (integer-integer) - matches packets only if a given amount of bytes has 

been transfered through the particular connection 

0 - means infinity, exempli gratia: connection-bytes=2000000-0 means that the rule 

matches if more than 2MB has been transfered through the relevant connection  

connection-limit (integer,netmask) - restrict connection limit per address or address 

block 

connection-mark (name) - matches packets marked via mangle facility with particular 

connection mark 

connection-type (ftp | gre | h323 | irc | mms | pptp | quake3 | tftp) - matches packets from 

related connections based on information from their connection tracking helpers. A 

relevant connection helper must be enabled under /ip firewall service-port  

content (text) - the text packets should contain in order to match the rule 

dst-address (IP address/netmask | IP address-IP address) - specifies the address range 

an IP packet is destined to. Note that console converts entered address/netmask value to 

a valid network address, i.e.:1.1.1.1/24 is converted to 1.1.1.0/24  

dst-address-list (name) - matches destination address of a packet against user-defined 

address list 

dst-address-type (unicast | local | broadcast | multicast) - matches destination address 

type of the IP packet, one of the: 



unicast - IP addresses used for one point to another point transmission. There is only one 

sender and one receiver in this case  

local - matches addresses assigned to router's interfaces  

broadcast - the IP packet is sent from one point to all other points in the IP subnetwork  

multicast - this type of IP addressing is responsible for transmission from one or more 

points to a set of other points  

dst-limit (integer/time{0,1},integer,dst-address | dst-port | src-address{+},time{0,1}) - 

limits the packet per second (pps) rate on a per destination IP or per destination port base. 

As opposed to the limit match, every destination IP address / destination port has it's own 

limit. The options are as follows (in order of appearance): 

Count - maximum average packet rate, measured in packets per second (pps), unless 

followed by Time option  

Time - specifies the time interval over which the packet rate is measured  

Burst - number of packets to match in a burst  

Mode - the classifier(-s) for packet rate limiting  

Expire - specifies interval after which recorded IP addresses / ports will be deleted  

dst-port (integer: 0..65535-integer: 0..65535{*}) - destination port number or range 

hotspot (multiple choice: from-client | auth | local-dst) - matches packets received from 

clients against various Hot-Spot. All values can be negated 

from-client - true, if a packet comes from HotSpot client 

auth - true, if a packet comes from authenticted client 

local-dst - true, if a packet has local destination IP address 

icmp-options (integer:integer) - matches ICMP Type:Code fields 

in-interface (name) - interface the packet has entered the router through 

ipv4-options (any | loose-source-routing | no-record-route | no-router-alert | no-source-

routing | no-timestamp | none | record-route | router-alert | strict-source-routing | 

timestamp) - match ipv4 header options 

any - match packet with at least one of the ipv4 options  

loose-source-routing - match packets with loose source routing option. This option is 

used to route the internet datagram based on information supplied by the source  

no-record-route - match packets with no record route option. This option is used to route 

the internet datagram based on information supplied by the source  

no-router-alert - match packets with no router alter option  

no-source-routing - match packets with no source routing option  

no-timestamp - match packets with no timestamp option  

record-route - match packets with record route option  

router-alert - match packets with router alter option  

strict-source-routing - match packets with strict source routing option  

timestamp - match packets with timestamp  

jump-target (dstnat | srcnatname) - name of the target chain to jump to, if the 

action=jump is used 

limit (integer/time{0,1},integer) - restricts packet match rate to a given limit. Usefull to 

reduce the amount of log messages 

Count - maximum average packet rate, measured in packets per second (pps), unless 

followed by Time option  



Time - specifies the time interval over which the packet rate is measured  

Burst - number of packets to match in a burst  

log-prefix (text) - all messages written to logs will contain the prefix specified herein. 

Used in conjunction with action=log  

nth (integer,integer: 0..15,integer{0,1}) - match a particular Nth packet received by the 

rule. One of 16 available counters can be used to count packets 

Every - match every Every+1th packet. For example, if Every=1 then the rule matches 

every 2nd packet  

Counter - specifies which counter to use. A counter increments each time the rule 

containing nth match matches  

Packet - match on the given packet number. The value by obvious reasons must be 

between 0 and Every. If this option is used for a given counter, then there must be at least 

Every+1 rules with this option, covering all values between 0 and Every inclusively.  

out-interface (name) - interface the packet is leaving the router through 

packet-mark (text) - matches packets marked via mangle facility with particular packet 

mark 

packet-size (integer: 0..65535-integer: 0..65535{0,1}) - matches packet of the specified 

size or size range in bytes 

Min - specifies lower boundary of the size range or a standalone value  

Max - specifies upper boundary of the size range  

phys-in-interface (name) - matches the bridge port physical input device added to a 

bridge device. It is only useful if the packet has arrived through the bridge 

phys-out-interface (name) - matches the bridge port physical output device added to a 

bridge device. It is only useful if the packet will leave the router through the bridge 

protocol (ddp | egp | encap | ggp | gre | hmp | icmp | idrp-cmtp | igmp | ipencap | ipip | 

ipsec-ah | ipsec-esp | iso-tp4 | ospf | pup | rdp | rspf | st | tcp | udp | vmtp | xns-idp | xtp | 

integer) - matches particular IP protocol specified by protocol name or number. You 

should specify this setting if you want to specify ports 

psd (integer,time,integer,integer) - attempts to detect TCP and UDP scans. It is advised 

to assign lower weight to ports with high numbers to reduce the frequency of false 

positives, such as from passive mode FTP transfers 

WeightThreshold - total weight of the latest TCP/UDP packets with different destination 

ports coming from the same host to be treated as port scan sequence  

DelayThreshold - delay for the packets with different destination ports coming from the 

same host to be treated as possible port scan subsequence  

LowPortWeight - weight of the packets with privileged (<=1024) destination port  

HighPortWeight - weight of the packet with non-priviliged destination port  

random (integer) - match packets randomly with given propability 

routing-mark (name) - matches packets marked by mangle facility with particular 

routing mark 

same-not-by-dst (yes | no) - specifies whether to account or not to account for 

destination IP address when selecting a new source IP address for packets matched by 

rules with action=same 

src-address (IP address/netmask | IP address-IP address) - specifies the address range 

an IP packet is originated from. Note that console converts entered address/netmask 

value to a valid network address, i.e.:1.1.1.1/24 is converted to 1.1.1.0/24  



src-address-list (name) - matches source address of a packet against user-defined 

address list 

src-address-type (unicast | local | broadcast | multicast) - matches source address type of 

the IP packet, one of the: 

unicast - IP addresses used for one point to another point transmission. There is only one 

sender and one receiver in this case  

local - matches addresses assigned to router's interfaces  

broadcast - the IP packet is sent from one point to all other points in the IP subnetwork  

multicast - this type of IP addressing is responsible for transmission from one or more 

points to a set of other points  

src-mac-address (MAC address) - source MAC address 

src-port (integer: 0..65535-integer: 0..65535{*}) - source port number or range 

tcp-mss (integer: 0..65535) - matches TCP MSS value of an IP packet 

time (time-time,sat | fri | thu | wed | tue | mon | sun{+}) - allows to create filter based on 

the packets' arrival time and date or, for locally generated packets, departure time and 

date 

to-addresses (IP address-IP address{0,1}; default: 0.0.0.0) - address or address range to 

replace original address of an IP packet with 

to-ports (integer: 0..65535-integer: 0..65535{0,1}) - port or port range to replace original 

port of an IP packet with 

tos (max-reliability | max-throughput | min-cost | min-delay | normal) - specifies a match 

to the value of Type of Service (ToS) field of IP header 

max-reliability - maximize reliability (ToS=4)  

max-throughput - maximize throughput (ToS=8)  

min-cost - minimize monetary cost (ToS=2)  

min-delay - minimize delay (ToS=16)  

normal - normal service (ToS=0)  

NAT Applications 

Description 

In this section some NAT applications and examples of them are discussed. 

Basic NAT configuration  

Assume we want to create router that: 

 "hides" the private LAN "behind" one address  

 provides Public IP to the Local server  

 creates 1:1 mapping of network addresses  

Example of Source NAT (Masquerading) 

If you want to "hide" the private LAN 192.168.0.0/24 "behind" one address 10.5.8.109 

given to you by the ISP, you should use the source network address translation 



(masquerading) feature of the MikroTik router. The masquerading will change the source 

IP address and port of the packets originated from the network 192.168.0.0/24 to the 

address 10.5.8.109 of the router when the packet is routed through it. 

To use masquerading, a source NAT rule with action 'masquerade' should be added to the 

firewall configuration: 

 

All outgoing connections from the network 192.168.0.0/24 will have source address 

10.5.8.109 of the router and source port above 1024. No access from the Internet will be 

possible to the Local addresses. If you want to allow connections to the server on the 

local network, you should use destination Network Address Translation (NAT). 

Example of Destination NAT 

If you want to link Public IP 10.5.8.200 address to Local one 192.168.0.109, you should 

use destination address translation feature of the MikroTik router. Also if you want allow 

Local server to talk with outside with given Public IP you should use source address 

translation, too 

Add Public IP to Public interface: 

 

Add rule allowing access to the internal server from external networks: 

 

Add rule allowing the internal server to talk to the outer networks having its source 

address translated to 10.5.8.200: 

 

Example of 1:1 mapping 

If you want to link Public IP subnet 11.11.11.0/24 to local one 2.2.2.0/24, you should use 

destination address translation and source address translation features with 

action=netmap. 



 

 

DHCP Client and Server 

Document revision: 2.7 (Mon Apr 18 22:24:18 GMT 2005) 

Applies to: V2.9  

General Information 

Summary 

The DHCP (Dynamic Host Configuration Protocol) is needed for easy distribution of IP 

addresses in a network. The MikroTik RouterOS implementation includes both - server 

and client parts and is compliant with RFC2131. 

General usage of DHCP: 

 IP assignment in LAN, cable-modem, and wireless systems  

 Obtaining IP settings on cable-modem systems  

IP addresses can be bound to MAC addresses using static lease feature. 

DHCP server can be used with MikroTik RouterOS HotSpot feature to authenticate and 

account DHCP clients. See the HotSpot Manual for more information. 

Quick Setup Guide 

This example will show you how to setup DHCP-Server and DHCP-Client on MikroTik 

RouterOS. 

 Setup of a DHCP-Server. 

1. Create an IP address pool 

 

2. Add a DHCP network which will concern to the network 172.16.0.0/12 

and will distribute a gateway with IP address 172.16.0.1 to DHCP clients: 

http://www.mikrotik.com/testdocs/ros/2.9/ip/hotspot.main


 

3. Finally, add a DHCP server: 

 

 Setup of the DHCP-Client (which will get a lease from the DHCP server, 

configured above). 

1. Add the DHCP client: 

 

2. Check whether you have obtained a lease: 

 

Specifications 

Packages required: dhcp 

License required: Level1 

Submenu level: /ip dhcp-client, /ip dhcp-server, /ip dhcp-relay 

Standards and Technologies: DHCP 

Description 

The DHCP protocol gives and allocates IP addresses to IP clients. DHCP is basically 

insecure and should only be used in trusted networks. DHCP server always listens on 

UDP 67 port, DHCP client - on UDP 68 port. The initial negotiation involves 

communication between broadcast addresses (on some phases sender will use source 

address of 0.0.0.0 and/or destination address of 255.255.255.255). You should be aware 

of this when building firewall. 

Additional Resources 

 ISC Dynamic Host Configuration Protocol (DHCP)  

 DHCP mini-HOWTO  

 ISC DHCP FAQ  

http://www.faqs.org/rfcs/rfc2131.html
http://www.isc.org/products/DHCP/
http://en.tldp.org/HOWTO/DHCP/index.html
http://arsinfo.cit.buffalo.edu/FAQ/faq.cgi?pkg=ISC%20DHCP


DHCP Client Setup 

Submenu level: /ip dhcp-client 

Description 

The MikroTik RouterOS DHCP client may be enabled on any Ethernet-like interface at a 

time. The client will accept an address, netmask, default gateway, and two dns server 

addresses. The received IP address will be added to the interface with the respective 

netmask. The default gateway will be added to the routing table as a dynamic entry. 

Should the DHCP client be disabled or not renew an address, the dynamic default route 

will be removed. If there is already a default route installed prior the DHCP client obtains 

one, the route obtained by the DHCP client would be shown as invalid. 

Property Description 

address (IP address/netmask) - IP address and netmask, which is assigned to DHCP 

Client from the Server 

add-default-route (yes | no; default: yes) - whether to add the default route to the 

gateway specified by the DHCP server 

client-id (text) - corresponds to the settings suggested by the network administrator or 

ISP. Commonly it is set to the client's MAC address, but it may as well be any test string  

dhcp-server (IP address) - IP address of the DHCP Server 

enabled (yes | no; default: no) - whether the DHCP client is enabled 

expires-after (time) - time, which is assigned by the DHCP Server, after which the lease 

expires 

gateway (IP address) - IP address of the gateway which is assigned by DHCP Server 

host-name (text) - the host name of the client as sent to a DHCP server 

interface (name) - any Ethernet-like interface (this includes wireless and EoIP tunnels) 

on which the DHCP Client searches the DHCP Server 

primary-dns (IP address) - IP address of the primary DNS server, assigned by the 

DHCP Server 

secondary-dns (IP address) - IP address of the secondary DNS server, assigned by 

DHCP Server 

primary-ntp - IP address of the primary NTP server, assigned by the DHCP Server 

secondary-ntp - IP address of the secondary NTP server, assigned by the DHCP Server 

status (bound | error | rebinding... | renewing... | requesting... | searching... | stopped) - 

shows the status of DHCP Client 

use-peer-dns (yes | no; default: yes) - whether to accept the DNS settings advertized by 

DHCP server (they will be ovverriden in /ip dns submenu) 

use-peer-ntp (yes | no; default: yes) - whether to accept the NTP settings advertized by 

DHCP server (they will override the settings put in the /system ntp client submenu) 

Command Description 



release - release current binding and restart DHCP client 

renew - renew current leases. If the renew operation was not successful, client tries to 

reinitialize lease (i.e. it starts lease request procedure (rebind) as if it had not received an 

IP address yet) 

Notes 

If host-name property is not specified, client's system identity will be sent in the 

respective field of DHCP request. 

If client-id property is not specified, client's MAC address will be sent in the respective 

field of DHCP request.  

If use-peer-dns property is enabled, the DHCP client will unconditionally rewrite the 

settings in /ip dns submenu. In case two or more DNS servers were received, first two of 

them are set as primary and secondary servers respectively. In case one DNS server was 

received, it is put as primary server, and the secondary server is left intact. 

Example 

To add a DHCP client on ether1 interface: 

 

DHCP Server Setup 

Submenu level: /ip dhcp-server 

Description 

The router supports an individual server for each Ethernet-like interface. The MikroTik 

RouterOS DHCP server supports the basic functions of giving each requesting client an 

IP address/netmask lease, default gateway, domain name, DNS-server(s) and WINS-

server(s) (for Windows clients) information (set up in the DHCP networks submenu) 

In order DHCP server to work, you must set up also IP pools (do not include the DHCP 

server's IP address into the pool range) and DHCP networks. 

It is also possible to hand out leases for DHCP clients using the RADIUS server, here are 

listed the parameters for used in RADIUS server. 



Access-Request: 

 NAS-Identifier - router identity  

 NAS-IP-Address - IP address of the router itself  

 NAS-Port - unique session ID  

 NAS-Port-Type - Ethernet  

 Calling-Station-Id - client identifier (active-client-id)  

 Framed-IP-Address - IP address of the client (active-address)  

 Called-Station-Id - name of DHCP server  

 User-Name - MAC address of the client (active-mac-address)  

 Password - ""  

Access-Accept: 

 Framed-IP-Address - IP address that will be assigned to client  

 Framed-Pool - ip pool from which to assign ip address to client  

 Rate-Limit - Datarate limitation for DHCP clients. Format is: rx-rate[/tx-rate] 

[rx-burst-rate[/tx-burst-rate] [rx-burst-threshold[/tx-burst-threshold] [rx-burst-

time[/tx-burst-time][priority] [rx-rate-min[/tx-rate-min]]]]. All rates should be 

numbers with optional 'k' (1,000s) or 'M' (1,000,000s). If tx-rate is not specified, 

rx-rate is as tx-rate too. Same goes for tx-burst-rate and tx-burst-threshold and tx-

burst-time. If both rx-burst-threshold and tx-burst-threshold are not specified (but 

burst-rate is specified), rx-rate and tx-rate are used as burst thresholds. If both rx-

burst-time and tx-burst-time are not specified, 1s is used as default. Priority takes 

values 1..8, where 1 implies the highest priority, but 8 - the lowest. If rx-rate-min 

and tx-rate-min are not specified rx-rate and tx-rate values are used. The rx-rate-

min and tx-rate-min values can not exceed rx-rate and tx-rate values.  

 Ascend-Data-Rate - tx/rx data rate limitation if multiple attributes are provided, 

first limits tx data rate, second - rx data rate. If used together with Ascend-Xmit-

Rate, specifies rx rate. 0 if unlimited  

 Ascend-Xmit-Rate - tx data rate limitation. It may be used to specify tx limit 

only instead of sending two sequental Ascend-Data-Rate attributes (in that case 

Ascend-Data-Rate will specify the receive rate). 0 if unlimited  

 Session-Timeout - max lease time (lease-time)  

Property Description 

add-arp (yes | no; default: no) - whether to add dynamic ARP entry: 

no - either ARP mode should be enabled on that interface or static ARP entries should be 

administratively defined in /ip arp submenu  

address-pool (name | static-only; default: static-only) - IP pool, from which to take IP 

addresses for clients 

static-only - allow only the clients that have a static lease (i.e. no dynamic addresses will 

be given to clients, only the ones added in lease submenu)  

always-broadcast (yes | no; default: no) - always send replies as broadcasts 



authoritative (after-10sec-delay | after-2sec-delay | no | yes; default: after-2sec-delay) - 

whether the DHCP server is the only one DHCP server for the network 

after-10sec-delay - to clients request for an address, dhcp server will wait 10 seconds 

and if there is another request from the client after this period of time, then dhcp server 

will offer the address to the client or will send DHCPNAK, if the requested address is not 

available from this server  

after-2sec-delay - to clients request for an address, dhcp server will wait 2 seconds and if 

there is another request from the client after this period of time, then dhcp server will 

offer the address to the client or will send DHCPNAK, if the requested address is not 

available from this server  

no - dhcp server ignores clients requests for addresses that are not available from this 

server  

yes - to clients request for an address that is not available from this server, dhcp server 

will send negative acknowledgment (DHCPNAK)  

bootp-support (none | static | dynamic; default: static) - support for BOOTP clients 

none - do not respond to BOOTP requests  

static - offer only static leases to BOOTP clients  

dynamic - offer static and dynamic leases for BOOTP clients  

delay-threshold (time; default: none) - if secs field in DHCP packet is smaller than 

delay-threshold, then this packet is ignored 

none - there is no threshold (all DHCP packets are processed)  

interface (name) - Ethernet-like interface name 

lease-time (time; default: 72h) - the time that a client may use an address. The client will 

try to renew this address after a half of this time and will request a new address after time 

limit expires 

name (name) - reference name 

ntp-server (text) - the DHCP client will use these as the default NTP servers. Two 

comma-separated NTP servers can be specified to be used by DHCP client as primary 

and secondary NTP servers 

relay (IP address; default: 0.0.0.0) - the IP address of the relay this DHCP server should 

process requests from: 

0.0.0.0 - the DHCP server will be used only for direct requests from clients (no DHCP 

really allowed)  

255.255.255.255 - the DHCP server should be used for any incomming request from a 

DHCP relay except for those, which are processed by another DHCP server that exists in 

the /ip dhcp-server submenu  

src-address (IP address; default: 0.0.0.0) - the address which the DHCP client must send 

requests to in order to renew an IP address lease. If there is only one static address on the 

DHCP server interface and the source-address is left as 0.0.0.0, then the static address 

will be used. If there are multiple addresses on the interface, an address in the same 

subnet as the range of given addresses should be used 

use-radius (yes | no; default: no) - whether to use RADIUS server for dynamic leases 

Notes 



If using both - Universal Client and DHCP Server on the same interface, client will only 

receive a DHCP lease in case it is directly reachable by its MAC address through that 

interface (some wireless bridges may change client's MAC address). 

If authoritative property is set to yes, the DHCP server is sending rejects for the leases it 

cannot bind or renew. It also may (although not always) help to prevent the users of the 

network to run illicitly their own DHCP servers disturbing the proper way this network 

should be functioning. 

If relay property of a DHCP server is not set to 0.0.0.0 the DHCP server will not respond 

to the direct requests from clients. 

Example 

To add a DHCP server to interface ether1, lending IP addresses from dhcp-clients IP 

pool for 2 hours: 

 

Store Leases on Disk 

Submenu level: /ip dhcp-server config 

Description 

Leases are always stored on disk on graceful shutdown and reboot. If on every lease 

change it is stored on disk, a lot of disk writes happen. There are no problems if it 

happens on a hard drive, but is very bad on Compact Flash (especially, if lease times are 

very short). To minimize writes on disk, all changes are flushed together every store-

leases-disk seconds. If this time will be very short (immediately), then no changes will be 

lost even in case of hard reboots and power losts. But, on CF there may be too many 

writes in case of short lease times (as in case of hotspot). If this time will be very long 

(never), then there will be no writes on disk, but information about active leases may be 

lost in case of power loss. In these cases dhcp server may give out the same ip address to 

another client, if first one will not respond to ping requests. 

Property Description 

store-leases-disk (time-interval | immediately | never; default: 5min) - how frequently 

lease changes should be stored on disk 



DHCP Networks 

Submenu level: /ip dhcp-server network 

Property Description 

address (IP address/netmask) - the network DHCP server(s) will lend addresses from 

boot-file-name (text) - Boot file name 

dhcp-option (text) - add additional DHCP options from /ip dhcp-server option list. You 

cannot redefine parameters which are already defined in this submenu: 

Subnet-Mask (code 1) - netmask  

Router (code 3) - gateway  

Domain-Server (code 6) - dns-server  

Domain-Name (code 15) - domain  

NETBIOS-Name-Server - wins-server  

dns-server (text) - the DHCP client will use these as the default DNS servers. Two 

comma-separated DNS servers can be specified to be used by DHCP client as primary 

and secondary DNS servers 

domain (text) - the DHCP client will use this as the 'DNS domain' setting for the network 

adapter 

gateway (IP address; default: 0.0.0.0) - the default gateway to be used by DHCP clients 

netmask (integer: 0..32; default: 0) - the actual network mask to be used by DHCP client 

0 - netmask from network address is to be used  

next-server (IP address) - IP address of next server to use in bootstrap 

wins-server (text) - the Windows DHCP client will use these as the default WINS 

servers. Two comma-separated WINS servers can be specified to be used by DHCP client 

as primary and secondary WINS servers 

Notes 

The address field uses netmask to specify the range of addresses the given entry is valid 

for. The actual netmask clients will be using is specified in netmask property. 

DHCP Server Leases 

Submenu level: /ip dhcp-server lease 

Description 

DHCP server lease submenu is used to monitor and manage server's leases. The issued 

leases are showed here as dynamic entries. You can also add static leases to issue the 

definite client (determined by MAC address) the specified IP address. 

Generally, the DHCP lease it allocated as follows: 



1. an unused lease is in waiting state  

2. if a client asks for an IP address, the server chooses one  

3. if the client will receive statically assigned address, the lease becomes offered, 

and then bound with the respective lease time  

4. if the client will receive a dynamic address (taken from an IP address pool), the 

router sends a ping packet and waits for answer for 0.5 seconds. During this time, 

the lease is marked testing  

5. in case, the address does not respond, the lease becomes offered, and then bound 

with the respective lease time  

6. in other case, the lease becomes busy for the lease time (there is a command to 

retest all busy addresses), and the client's request remains unanswered (the client 

will try again shortly)  

A client may free the leased address. When the dynamic lease is removed, and the 

allocated address is returned to the address pool. But the static lease becomes busy until 

the client will reacquire the address. 

Note that the IP addresses assigned statically are not probed. 

Property Description 

active-address (read-only: IP address) - actual IP address for this lease 

active-client-id (read-only: text) - actual client-id of the client 

active-mac-address (read-only: MAC address) - actual MAC address of the client 

active-server (read-only: list) - actual dhcp server, which serves this client 

address (IP address) - specify ip address (or ip pool) for static lease 

0.0.0.0 - use pool from server  

agent-circuit-id (read-only: text) - circuit ID of DHCP relay agent 

agent-remote-id (read-only: text) - Remote ID, set by DHCP relay agent 

block-access (yes | no; default: no) - block access for this client (drop packets from this 

client) 

client-id (text; default: "") - if specified, must match DHCP 'client identifier' option of 

the request 

expires-after (read-only: time) - time until lease expires 

host-name (read-only: text) - shows host name option from last received DHCP request 

lease-time (time; default: 0s) - time that the client may use an address 

0s - lease will never expire  

mac-address (MAC address; default: 00:00:00:00:00:00) - if specified, must match 

MAC address of the client 

radius (read-only: yes | no) - shows, whether this dynamic lease is authenticated by 

RADIUS or not 

rate-limit (read-only: text; default: "") - sets rate limit for active lease. Format is: rx-

rate[/tx-rate] [rx-burst-rate[/tx-burst-rate] [rx-burst-threshold[/tx-burst-threshold] [rx-

burst-time[/tx-burst-time]]]]. All rates should be numbers with optional 'k' (1,000s) or 'M' 

(1,000,000s). If tx-rate is not specified, rx-rate is as tx-rate too. Same goes for tx-burst-

rate and tx-burst-threshold and tx-burst-time. If both rx-burst-threshold and tx-burst-



threshold are not specified (but burst-rate is specified), rx-rate and tx-rate is used as burst 

thresholds. If both rx-burst-time and tx-burst-time are not specified, 1s is used as default. 

rx-rate (integer; default: 0) - maximal receive bitrate to the client (for users it is upload 

bitrate)) 

0 - no limitation  

server (read-only: name) - server name which serves this client 

status (read-only: waiting | testing | authorizing | busy | offered | bound) - lease status: 

waiting - not used static lease  

testing - testing whether this address is used or not (only for dynamic leases) by pinging 

it with timeout of 0.5s  

authorizing - waiting for response from radius server  

busy - this address is assigned statically to a client or already exists in the network, so it 

can not be leased  

offered - server has offered this lease to a client, but did not receive confirmation from 

the client  

bound - server has received client's confirmation that it accepts offered address, it is 

using it now and will free the address not later, than the lease time will be over  

tx-rate (integer; default: 0) - maximal transmit bitrate to the client (for users it is 

download bitrate)) 

0 - no limitation  

Command Description 

check-status - Check status of a given busy dynamic lease, and free it in case of no 

response 

make-static - convert a dynamic lease to static one 

Notes 

If rate-limit is specified, a simple queue is added with corresponding parameters when 

lease enters bound state. Arp entry is added right after adding of queue is done (only if 

add-arp is enabled for dhcp server). To be sure, that client cannot use his ip address 

without getting dhcp lease and thus avoiding rate-limit, reply-only mode must be used on 

that ethernet interface. 

Even though client address may be changed (with adding a new item) in lease print list, 

it will not change for the client. It is true for any changes in the DHCP server 

configuration because of the nature of the DHCP protocol. Client tries to renew assigned 

IP address only when half a lease time is past (it tries to renew several times). Only when 

full lease time is past and IP address was not renewed, new lease is asked (rebind 

operation). 

the deault mac-address value will never work! You should specify a correct MAC 

address there. 

Example 



To assign 10.5.2.100 static IP address for the existing DHCP client (shown in the lease 

table as item #0): 

 

DHCP Alert 

Submenu level: /ip dhcp-server alert 

Description 

To find any rogue DHCP servers as soon as they appear in your network, DHCP Alert 

tool can be used. It will monitor ethernet for all DHCP replies and check, whether this 

reply comes from a valid DHCP server. If reply from unknown DHCP server is detected, 

alert gets triggered: 

 

When the system alerts about a rogue DHCP server, it can execute a custom script. 

As DHCP replies can be unicast, rogue dhcp detector may not receive any offer to other 

dhcp clients at all. To deal with this, rogue dhcp server acts as a dhcp client as well - it 

sends out dhcp discover requests once a minute 

Property Description 

alert-timeout (none/time; default: none) - time, after which alert will be forgotten. If 

after that time the same server will be detected, new alert will be generated 

none - infinite time  

interface (name) - interface, on which to run rogue DHCP server finder 

invalid-server (read-only: text) - list of MAC addresses of detected unknown DHCP 

servers. Server is removed from this list after alert-timeout  

on-alert (text) - script to run, when an unknown DHCP server is detected 

valid-server (text) - list of MAC addresses of valid DHCP servers 



Notes 

All alerts on an interface can be cleared at any time using command: /ip dhcp-server 

alert reset-alert <interface>  

Note, that e-mail can be sent, using /system logging action add target=email  

DHCP Option 

Submenu level: /ip dhcp-server option 

Description 

With help of DHCP Option, it is possible to define additional custom options for DHCP 

Server. 

Property Description 

code (integer: 1..254) - dhcp option code. All codes are available at 

http://www.iana.org/assignments/bootp-dhcp-parameters 

name (name) - descriptive name of the option 

value (text) - parameter's value in form of a string. If the string begins with "0x", it is 

assumed as a hexadecimal value 

Notes 

The defined options you can use in /ip dhcp-server network submenu 

According to the DHCP protocol, a parameter is returned to the DHCP client only if it 

requests this parameter, specifying the respective code in DHCP request Parameter-List 

(code 55) attribute. If the code is not included in Parameter-List attribute, DHCP server 

will not send it to the DHCP client. 

Example 

This example shows how to set DHCP server to reply on DHCP client's Hostname 

request (code 12) with value Host-A. 

Add an option named Option-Hostname with code 12 (Hostname) and value Host-A: 

 



Use this option in DHCP server network list: 

 

Now the DHCP server will reply with its Hostname Host-A to DHCP client (if requested) 

DHCP Relay 

Submenu level: /ip dhcp-relay 

Description 

DHCP Relay is just a proxy that is able to receive a DHCP request and resend it to the 

real DHCP server 

Property Description 

dhcp-server (text) - list of DHCP servers' IP addresses which should the DHCP requests 

be forwarded to 

delay-threshold (time; default: none) - if secs field in DHCP packet is smaller than 

delay-threshold, then this packet is ignored 

interface (name) - interface name the DHCP relay will be working on 

local-address (IP address; default: 0.0.0.0) - the unique IP address of this DHCP relay 

needed for DHCP server to distinguish relays: 

0.0.0.0 - the IP address will be chosen automatically  

name (name) - descriptive name for relay 

Notes 

DHCP relay does not choose the particular DHCP server in the dhcp-server list, it just 

sent to all the listed servers. 

Example 

To add a DHCP relay named relay on ether1 interface resending all received requests to 

the 10.0.0.1 DHCP server: 



 

Question&Answer-Based Setup 

Command name: /ip dhcp-server setup 

Questions 

addresses to give out (text) - the pool of IP addresses DHCP server should lease to the 

clients 

dhcp address space (IP address/netmask; default: 192.168.0.0/24) - network the DHCP 

server will lease to the clients 

dhcp relay (IP address; default: 0.0.0.0) - the IP address of the DHCP relay between the 

DHCP server and the DHCP clients 

dhcp server interface (name) - interface to run DHCP server on 

dns servers (IP address) - IP address of the appropriate DNS server to be propagated to 

the DHCP clients 

gateway (IP address; default: 0.0.0.0) - the default gateway of the leased network 

lease time (time; default: 3d) - the time the lease will be valid 

Notes 

Depending on current settings and answers to the previous questions, default values of 

following questions may be different. Some questions may disappear if they become 

redundant (for example, there is no use of asking for 'relay' when the server will lend the 

directly connected network) 

Example 

To configure DHCP server on ether1 interface to lend addresses from 10.0.0.2 to 

10.0.0.254 which belong to the 10.0.0.0/24 network with 10.0.0.1 gateway and 

159.148.60.2 DNS server for the time of 3 days: 



 

The wizard has made the following configuration based on the answers above: 

 

Application Examples 

Dynamic Addressing, using DHCP-Relay 

Let us consider that you have several IP networks 'behind' other routers, but you want to 

keep all DHCP servers on a single router. To do this, you need a DHCP relay on your 

network which relies DHCP requests from clients to DHCP server. 

This example will show you how to configure a DHCP server and a DHCP relay which 

serve 2 IP networks - 192.168.1.0/24 and 192.168.2.0/24 that are behind a router DHCP-

Relay. 



 

IP addresses of DHCP-Server: 

 

IP addresses of DHCP-Relay: 

 

To setup 2 DHCP Servers on DHCP-Server router add 2 pools. For networks 

192.168.1.0/24 and 192.168.2.0: 



 

 

Create DHCP Servers: 

 

Configure respective networks: 

 

Configuration of DHCP-Server is done. Now let's configure DHCP-Relay: 

 

IP Address assignment, using FreeRADIUS Server 



Let us consider that we want to assign IP addresses for clients, using the RADIUS server. 

 

We assume that you already have installed FreeRADIUS. Just add these lines to specified 

files: 

users file: 

 

clients.conf file 

 

Configure Radius Client on RouterOS: 

 

Setup DHCP Server: 

1. Create an address pool: 



 

2. Add a DHCP server: 

 

3. Configure DHCP networks: 

 

Now the client with MAC address 00:0B:6B:31:02:4B will always receive IP address 

192.168.0.55. 

 

HTTP Proxy 

Document revision: 1.2 (Tue May 23 14:34:47 GMT 2006) 

Applies to: V2.9  

General Information 

Summary 

The MikroTik RouterOS implements the following proxy server features: 

 Regular HTTP proxy  

 Transparent proxy. Can be transparent and regular at the same time  

 Access list by source, destination, URL and requested method  

 Cache access list (specifies which objects to cache, and which not)  

 Direct Access List (specifies, which resources should be accessed directly, and 

which - through another proxy server)  

 Logging facility  

Quick Setup Guide 

To enable HTTP proxy, do the following: 



 

Remember to secure your proxy by preventing unauthorized access to it, otherwise it may 

be used as an open proxy. Also you need to setup destination NAT in order to utilize 

transparent proxying facility: 

 

Specifications 

Packages required: system 

License required: Level3 

Submenu level: /ip proxy 

Standards and Technologies: HTTP/1.0, HTTP/1.1, FTP 

Related Documents 

 Software Package Management  

 IP Addresses and ARP  

  

 Log Management  

Description 

This service performs proxying of HTTP and HTTP-proxy (for FTP, HTTP and HTTPS 

protocols) requests. Web proxy performs Internet object cache function by storing 

requested Internet objects, i.e., data available via HTTP and FTP protocols on a system 

positioned closer to the recipient than the site the data is originated from. Here 'closer' 

means increased path reliability, speed or both. Web browsers can then use the local 

proxy cache to speed up access and reduce bandwidth consumption. 

http://www.faqs.org/rfcs/rfc1945.html
http://www.faqs.org/rfcs/rfc2616.html
http://www.faqs.org/rfcs/rfc959.html
http://www.mikrotik.com/testdocs/ros/2.9/guide/packages.php
http://www.mikrotik.com/testdocs/ros/2.9/ip/address.php
http://www.mikrotik.com/testdocs/ros/2.9/ip/firewall.php
http://www.mikrotik.com/testdocs/ros/2.9/system/logging.php


When setting up proxy service, make sure it serves only your clients, and is not misused 

as relay. Please read the security notice in the Access List Section! 

Note that it may be useful to have Web proxy running even with no cache when you want 

to use it only as something like HTTP and FTP firewall (for example, denying access to 

mp3 files) or to redirect requests to external proxy (possibly, to a proxy with caching 

functions) transparently. 

Setup 

Submenu level: /ip proxy 

Property Description 

cache-administrator (text; default: webmaster) - administrator's e-mail displayed on 

proxy error page 

cache-drive (system | name; default: system) - specifies the target disk drive to be used 

for storing cached objects. You can use console completion to see the list of available 

drives 

cache-only-on-disk (yes | no; default: yes) - whether to create database in memory that 

describes cache contents on disk. This will minimize memory consumption, but may 

affect speed 

enabled (yes | no; default: no) - whether the proxy server is enabled 

max-disk-cache-size (none | unlimited | integer: 0..4294967295; default: none) - 

specifies the maximal disk cache size, measured in kibibytes 

max-fresh-time (time; default: 3d) - maximal time to store a cached object. The validity 

period of an object is is usually defined by the object itself, but in case it is set too high, 

you can override the maximal value 

maximal-client-connecions (integer; default: 1000) - maximal number of connections 

accepted from clients (any further connections will be rejected) 

maximal-server-connectons (integer; default: 1000) - maximal number of connections 

made to servers (any further connections from clients will be put on hold until some 

server connections will terminate) 

max-object-size (integer; default: 2000KiB) - objects larger than the size specified will 

not be saved on disk. The value is measured in kibibytes. If you wish to get a high bytes 

hit ratio, you should probably increase this (one 2 MiB object hit counts for 2048 1KiB 

hits). If you wish to increase speed more than your want to save bandwidth you should 

leave this low 

max-ram-cache-size (none | unlimited | integer: 0..4294967295; default: none) - 

specifies the maximal RAM cache size, measured in kibibytes 

parent-proxy (IP address:port; default: 0.0.0.0:0) - IP address and port of another HTTP 

proxy to redirect all requests to (exceptions may be defined in the "direct access" list 

0.0.0.0:0 - no parent proxy is used  

port (port; default: 8080) - TCP port the proxy server will be listening on. This is to be 

specified on all clients that want to use the server as HTTP proxy. Transparent (with zero 



configuration for clients) proxy setup can be made by redirecting HTTP requests to this 

port in IP firewall using destination NAT feature 

src-address (IP address; default: 0.0.0.0) - the web-proxy will use this address 

connecting to the parent proxy or web site. 

0.0.0.0 - appropriate src-address will be automatically taken from the routing table 

Notes 

The web proxy listens to all IP addresses that the router has in its IP address list. 

Example 

To enable the proxy on port 8000: 

 

Access List 

Submenu level: /ip proxy access 

Description 

Access list is configured like a regular firewall rules. Rules are processed from the top to 

the bottom. First matching rule specifies decision of what to do with this connection. 

There is a total of 6 classifiers that specify matching constraints. If none of these 

classifiers is specified, the particular rule will match every connection. 

If connection is matched by a rule, action property of this rule specifies whether 

connection will be allowed or not. If the particular connection does not match any rule, it 

will be allowed. 

Property Description 

action (allow | deny; default: allow) - specifies whether to pass or deny matched packets 

dst-address (IP address/netmask) - destination address of the IP packet 



dst-host (wildcard) - IP address or DNS name used to make connection the target server 

(this is the string user wrote in his/her browser before specifying port and path to a 

particular web page) 

dst-port (port{1,10}) - a list or range of ports the packet is destined to 

hits (read-only: integer) - the number of requests that were policed by this rule 

local-port (port) - specifies the port of the web proxy via which the packet was received. 

This value should match one of the ports web proxy is listening on. 

method (any | connect | delete | get | head | options | post | put | trace) - HTTP method 

used in the request (see HTTP Methods section in the end of this document) 

path (wildcard) - name of the requested page within the target server (i.e. the name of a 

particular web page or document without the name of the server it resides on) 

redirect-to (text) - in case access is denied by this rule, the user shall be redirected to the 

URL specified here 

src-address (IP address/netmask) - source address of the IP packet 

Notes 

Wildcard properties (dst-host and dst-path) match a complete string (i.e., they will not 

match "example.com" if they are set to "example"). Available wildcards are '*' (match 

any number of any characters) and '?' (match any one character). Regular expressions are 

also accepted here, but if the property should be treated as a regular expression, it should 

start with a colon (':'). 

Small hits in using regular expressions: 

 \\ symbol sequence is used to enter \ character in console  

 \. pattern means . only (in regular expressions single dot in pattern means any 

symbol)  

 to show that no symbols are allowed before the given pattern, we use ^ symbol at 

the beginning of the pattern  

 to specify that no symbols are allowed after the given pattern, we use $ symbol at 

the end of the pattern  

 to enter [ or ] symbols, you should escape them with backslash \. 

It is strongly recommended to deny all IP addresses except those behind the router as the 

proxy still may be used to access your internal-use-only (intranet) web servers. Also, 

consult examples in Firewall Manual on how to protect your router. 

Direct Access List 

Submenu level: /ip proxy direct 

Description 

If parent-proxy property is specified, it is possible to tell proxy server whether to try to 

pass the request to the parent proxy or to resolve it connecting to the requested server 



directly. Direct Access List is managed just like Proxy Access List described in the 

previous chapter except the action argument. 

Property Description 

action (allow | deny; default: allow) - specifies the action to perform on matched packets 

allow - always resolve matched requests directly bypassing the parent router 

deny - resolve matched requests through the parent proxy. If no one is specified this has 

the same effect as allow 

dst-address (IP address/netmask) - destination address of the IP packet 

dst-host (wildcard) - IP address or DNS name used to make connection the target server 

(this is the string user wrote in his/her browser before specifying port and path to a 

particular web page) 

dst-port (port{1,10}) - a list or range of ports the packet is destined to 

hits (read-only: integer) - the number of requests that were policed by this rule 

local-port (port) - specifies the port of the web proxy via which the packet was received. 

This value should match one of the ports web proxy is listening on. 

method (any | connect | delete | get | head | options | post | put | trace) - HTTP method 

used in the request (see HTTP Methods section in the end of this document) 

path (wildcard) - name of the requested page within the target server (i.e. the name of a 

particular web page or document without the name of the server it resides on) 

src-address (IP address/netmask) - source address of the IP packet 

Notes 

Unlike the access list, the direct proxy access list has default action equal to deny. It 

takes place when no rules are specified or a particular request did not match any rule. 

Cache Management 

Submenu level: /ip web-proxy cache 

Description 

Cache access list specifies, which requests (domains, servers, pages) have to be cached 

locally by web proxy, and which not. This list is implemented exactly the same way as 

web proxy access list. Default action is to cache object (if no matching rule is found). 

Property Description 

action (allow | deny; default: allow) - specifies the action to perform on matched packets 

allow - cache objects from matched request 

deny - do not cache objects from matched request 

dst-address (IP address/netmask) - destination address of the IP packet 



dst-host (wildcard) - IP address or DNS name used to make connection the target server 

(this is the string user wrote in his/her browser before specifying port and path to a 

particular web page) 

dst-port (port{1,10}) - a list or range of ports the packet is destined to 

hits (read-only: integer) - the number of requests that were policed by this rule 

local-port (port) - specifies the port of the web proxy via which the packet was received. 

This value should match one of the ports web proxy is listening on. 

method (any | connect | delete | get | head | options | post | put | trace) - HTTP method 

used in the request (see HTTP Methods section in the end of this document) 

path (wildcard) - name of the requested page within the target server (i.e. the name of a 

particular web page or document without the name of the server it resides on) 

src-address (IP address/netmask) - source address of the IP packet 

Proxy Monitoring 

Command name: /ip proxy monitor 

Description 

This command displays some stats of the proxy server 

Property Description 

cache-used (read-only: integer) - disk space used for the cache 

hits (read-only: integer) - number of requests found in cache and served from there 

hits-sent-to-clients (read-only: integer) - amount of data served from the cache 

ram-cache-used (read-only: integer) - RAM space used to store the cache 

received-from-servers (read-only: integer) - amount of data received from other servers 

requests (read-only: integer) - number of requests handled 

sent-to-clients (read-only: integer) - amount of data sent to the clients of this proxy 

server 

status (read-only: text; default: stopped) - display status information of the proxy server 

stopped - proxy is disabled and is not running  

rebuilding-cache - proxy is enabled and running, existing cache is being verified  

running - proxy is enabled and running  

stopping - proxy is shutting down (max 10s)  

clearing-cache - proxy is stopped, cache files are being removed  

creating-cache - proxy is stopped, cache directory structure is being created  

dns-missing - proxy is enabled, but not running because of unknown DNS server (you 

should specify it under /ip dns)  

invalid-address - proxy is enabled, but not running because of invalid address (you 

should change address or port)  

invalid-cache-administrator - proxy is enabled, but not running because of invalid 

cache-administrator's e-mail address  

invalid-hostname - proxy is enabled, but not running because of invalid hostname (you 

should set a valid hostname value)  



error-logged - proxy is not running because of unknown error. This error is logged as 

System-Error. Please, send us this error and some description, how it happened  

reserved-for-cache (integer) - maximal cache size, that is accessible to web-proxy  

total-ram-used (read-only: integer) - total amount of RAM used for the proxy 

uptime (read-only: time) - the time since the proxy has been started last time 

Connection List 

Submenu level: /ip proxy connections 

Description 

This menu conntains the list of current connections the proxy is serving 

Property Description 

dst-address (read-only: IP address) - IP address of the connection  

protocol (read-only: text) - protocol name 

rx-bytes (read-only: integer) - the amount of bytes received by the client 

src-address (read-only: IP address) - IP address of the connection originator 

state (read-only: closing | connecting | converting | hotspot | idle | resolving | rx-header | 

tx-body | tx-eof | tx-header | waiting | ) - opened connection state 

closing - the data transfer is finished, and the connection is being finalized  

connecting - establishing toe connection  

converting - replacing header and footer fields in response or request paket  

hotspot - check if hotspot authentication allows to continue (for hotspot proxy)  

idle - staying idle  

resolving - resolving server's DNS name  

rx-header - receiving HTTP header  

tx-body - transmitting HTTP body to the client  

tx-eof - writing chunk-end (when converting to chunked response)  

tx-header - transmitting HTTP header to the client  

waiting - waiting for transmission form a peer  

tx-bytes (read-only: integer) - the amount of bytes sent by the client 

Cache inserts 

Submenu level: /ip proxy inserts 

Description 

This menu shows statistics on objects stored in cache (cache inserts) 

Property Description 



denied (read-only: integer) - number of inserts denied by the caching list 

errors (read-only: integer) - number of disk or other system-related errors 

no-memory (read-only: integer) - number of objects not stored because there was not 

enough memory 

successes (read-only: integer) - number of successfull cache inserts 

too-large (read-only: integer) - number of objects too large to store 

Cache Lookups 

Submenu level: /ip proxy lookups 

Description 

This menu shows statistics on objects read from cache (cache lookups) 

Property Description 

denied (read-only: integer) - number of requests denied by the access list 

expired (read-only: integer) - number of requests found in cache, but expired, and, thus, 

requested from an external server 

no-expiration-info (read-only: integer) - conditional request received for a page that 

does not have the information to compare the request with 

non-cacheable (read-only: integer) - number of requests requested from the external 

servers unconditionally (as their caching is denied by the cache access list) 

not-found (read-only: integer) - number of requests not found in the cache, and, thus, 

requested from an external server (or parent proxy if configured accordingly) 

successes (read-only: integer) - number of requests found in the cache 

Complementary Tools 

Submenu level: /ip proxy 

Description 

Web proxy has additional commands to handle non-system drive used for caching 

purposes and to recover the proxy from severe file system errors. 

Command Description 

check-drive - checks non-system cache drive for errors 

clear-cache - deletes existing cache and creates new cache directories 

format-drive - formats non-system cache drive and prepairs it for holding the cache 

HTTP Methods 



Description 

OPTIONS  

This method is a request of information about the communication options available on 

the chain between the client and the server identified by the Request-URI. The method 

allows the client to determine the options and (or) the requirements associated with a 

resource without initiating any resource retrieval 

GET  

This method retrieves whatever information identified by the Request-URI. If the 

Request-URI refers to a data processing process than the response to the GET method 

should contain data produced by the process, not the source code of the process 

procedure(-s), unless the source is the result of the process. 

The GET method can become a conditional GET if the request message includes an If-

Modified-Since, If-Unmodified-Since, If-Match, If-None-Match, or If-Range header 

field. The conditional GET method is used to reduce the network traffic specifying that 

the transfer of the entity should occur only under circumstances described by conditional 

header field(-s). 

The GET method can become a partial GET if the request message includes a Range 

header field. The partial GET method intends to reduce unnecessary network usage by 

requesting only parts of entities without transferring data already held by client. 

The response to a GET request is cacheable if and only if it meets the requirements for 

HTTP caching. 

HEAD  

This method shares all features of GET method except that the server must not return a 

message-body in the response. This retrieves the metainformation of the entity implied by 

the request which leads to a wide usage of it for testing hypertext links for validity, 

accessibility, and recent modification. 

The response to a HEAD request may be cacheable in the way that the information 

contained in the response may be used to update previously cached entity identified by 

that Request-URI. 

POST  

This method requests that the origin server accept the entity enclosed in the request as a 

new subordinate of the resource identified by the Request-URI. 



The actual action performed by the POST method is determined by the origin server and 

usually is Request-URI dependent. 

Responses to POST method are not cacheable, unless the response includes appropriate 

Cache-Control or Expires header fields. 

PUT  

This method requests that the enclosed entity be stored under the supplied Request-URI. 

If another entity exists under specified Request-URI, the enclosed entity should be 

considered as updated (newer) version of that residing on the origin server. If the 

Request-URI is not pointing to an existing resource, the origin server should create a 

resource with that URI. 

If the request passes through a cache and the Request-URI identifies one or more 

currently cached entities, those entries should be treated as stale. Responses to this 

method are not cacheable. 

TRACE  

This method invokes a remote, application-layer loop-back of the request message. The 

final recipient of the request should reflect the message received back to the client as the 

entity-body of a 200 (OK) response. The final recipient is either the origin server or the 

first proxy or gateway to receive a Max-Forwards value of 0 in the request. A TRACE 

request must not include an entity. 

Responses to this method MUST NOT be cached.  

 

Web Proxy 

Document revision: 1.2 (Tue May 16 14:04:40 GMT 2006) 

Applies to: V2.9  

General Information 

Summary 

The MikroTik RouterOS implements the following proxy server features: 

 Regular HTTP proxy  

 Transparent proxy. Can be transparent and regular at the same time  

 Access list by source, destination, URL and requested method  

 Cache access list (specifies which objects to cache, and which not)  



 Direct Access List (specifies which resources should be accessed directly, and 

which - through another proxy server)  

 Logging facility  

Quick Setup Guide 

To set up a 1 GiB large web cache which will listen on port 8000, do the following: 

 

Remember to secure your proxy by preventing unauthorized access to it, otherwise it may 

be used as an open proxy. 

Specifications 

Packages required: web-proxy 

License required: Level3 

Submenu level: /ip web-proxy 

Standards and Technologies: HTTP/1.0, HTTP/1.1, FTP 

Hardware usage: uses memory and disk space, if available (see description below) 

Related Documents 

 Software Package Management  

 IP Addresses and ARP  

  

 Log Management  

Description 

Web proxy performs Internet object cache function by storing requested Internet objects, 

i.e., data available via HTTP and FTP protocols on a system positioned closer to the 

recipient than the site the data is originated from. Here 'closer' means increased path 

reliability, speed or both. Web browsers can then use the local proxy cache to speed up 

access and reduce bandwidth consumption. 

http://www.faqs.org/rfcs/rfc1945.html
http://www.faqs.org/rfcs/rfc2616.html
http://www.faqs.org/rfcs/rfc959.html
http://www.mikrotik.com/testdocs/ros/2.9/guide/packages.php
http://www.mikrotik.com/testdocs/ros/2.9/ip/address.php
http://www.mikrotik.com/testdocs/ros/2.9/ip/firewall.php
http://www.mikrotik.com/testdocs/ros/2.9/system/logging.php


When setting up Web proxy, make sure it serves only your clients, and is not misused as 

relay. Please read the security notice in the Access List Section! 

Note that it may be useful to have Web proxy running even with no cache when you want 

to use it as something like HTTP and FTP firewall (for example, denying access to mp3 

files) or to redirect requests to external proxy transparently. 

Setup 

Submenu level: /ip web-proxy 

Property Description 

cache-administrator (text; default: webmaster) - administrator's e-mail displayed on 

proxy error page 

cache-drive (system | name; default: system) - specifies the target disk drive to be used 

for storing cached objects. You can use console completion to see the list of available 

drives 

enabled (yes | no; default: no) - specifies whether the web proxy is enabled 

hostname (text; default: proxy) - hostname (DNS or IP address) of the web proxy 

max-cache-size (none | unlimited | integer: 0..4294967295; default: none) - specifies the 

maximal disk cache size, measured in kibibytes 

max-object-size (integer; default: 4096) - objects larger than the size specified will not 

be saved on disk. The value is measured in kibibytes. If you wish to get a high bytes hit 

ratio, you should probably increase this (one 2 MiB object hit counts for 2048 1KiB hits). 

If you wish to increase speed more than your want to save bandwidth you should leave 

this low 

max-ram-cache-size (none | unlimited | integer: 0..4294967295; default: unlimited) - 

specifies the maximal memory cache size, measured in kibibytes 

parent-proxy (IP address:port; default: 0.0.0.0:0) - specifies upper-level (parent) proxy 

port (port{1,10}; default: 3128) - specifies the port(s) the web proxy will be listening on 

reserved-for-cache (read-only: integer; default: 0) - specifies allocated memory cache 

size, measured in kibibytes 

reserved-for-ram-cache (read-only: integer; default: 2048) - specifies allocated memory 

cache size, measured in kibibytes 

src-address (IP address; default: 0.0.0.0) - the web-proxy will use this address 

connecting to the parent proxy or web site. 

0.0.0.0 - appropriate src-address will be automatically taken from the routing table 

status (read-only: text; default: stopped) - display status information of the proxy server 

stopped - proxy is disabled and is not running  

rebuilding-cache - proxy is enabled and running, existing cache is being verified  

running - proxy is enabled and running  

stopping - proxy is shutting down (max 10s)  

clearing-cache - proxy is stopped, cache files are being removed  

creating-cache - proxy is stopped, cache directory structure is being created  

dns-missing - proxy is enabled, but not running because of unknown DNS server (you 



should specify it under /ip dns)  

invalid-address - proxy is enabled, but not running because of invalid address (you 

should change address or port)  

invalid-cache-administrator - proxy is enabled, but not running because of invalid 

cache-administrator's e-mail address  

invalid-hostname - proxy is enabled, but not running because of invalid hostname (you 

should set a valid hostname value)  

error-logged - proxy is not running because of unknown error. This error is logged as 

System-Error. Please, send us this error and some description, how it happened  

reserved-for-cache (integer) - maximal cache size, that is accessible to web-proxy  

transparent-proxy (yes | no; default: no) - specifies whether the proxy uses transparent 

mode or not 

Notes 

By default the proxy cache can use as much disk space as there is allocated for it. When 

the system allocates the space for the proxy cache, 1/7th of the total partition (disk) size 

is reserved for the system, but not less than 50MB. The rest is left for the proxy cache. 

The system RAM size is considered as well when allocating the cache size. The cache 

size is limited so, that there are at least 15MB of RAM per 1GB of cache plus 55MB of 

RAM is reserved for the system. max-cache-size is also taken in account, so the cache 

will not occupy more than it is specified in this property. The effective limit is calculated 

as a minimum of all three limits. Note also that RouterOS supports up to 950MB of 

memory. 

Considering the previous note, you should be aware that you will not be able to enable 

web proxy, if you have less than 60MB of RAM on your router 

Expire time of cache entries can be different for each HTML page (specified in headers). 

But, if there is no such header, the entry will be considered fresh for not more than 72 

hours. 

The web proxy listens to all IP addresses that the router has in its IP address list. 

Example 

To enable the proxy on port 8080: 



 

Access List 

Submenu level: /ip web-proxy access 

Description 

Access list is configured in the same way as MikroTik RouterOS firewall rules. Rules are 

processed from the top to the bottom. First matching rule specifies decision of what to do 

with this connection. There is a total of 6 classifiers that specify matching constraints. If 

none of these classifiers is specified, the particular rule will match every connection. 

If connection is matched by a rule, action property of this rule specifies whether 

connection will be allowed or not. If the particular connection does not match any rule, it 

will be allowed. 

By default, there is one rule, which prevents connect requests to ports other then 443 and 

563. 

Property Description 

action (allow | deny; default: allow) - specifies whether to pass or deny matched packets 

dst-address (IP address/netmask) - destination address of the IP packet 

dst-port (port{1,10}) - a list or range of ports the packet is destined to 

local-port (port) - specifies the port of the web proxy via which the packet was received. 

This value should match one of the ports web proxy is listening on. 

method (any | connect | delete | get | head | options | post | put | trace) - HTTP method 

used in the request (see HTTP Methods section at the end of this document) 

src-address (IP address/netmask) - source address of the IP packet 

url (wildcard) - the URL of the HTTP request 

Notes 



There is one rule by default, that disallows connect method connections to ports other 

than 443 (https) and 563 (snews). connect method is a security hole that allows 

connections (transparent tunneling) to any computer using any protocol. It is used mostly 

by spammers, as they found it very convenient to use others' mail (SMTP) servers as 

anonymous mail relay to send spam over the Internet. 

It is strongly recommended to deny all IP addresses except those behind the router as the 

proxy still may be used to access your internal-use-only (intranet) web servers. Also, 

consult examples in Firewall Manual on how to protect your router. 

Wildcard property url matches a complete string (i.e., they will not match 

"example.com" if they are set to "example"). Available wildcards are '*' (match any 

number of any characters) and '?' (match any one character). Regular expressions are also 

accepted here, but if the property should be treated as a regular expression, it should start 

with a colon (':'). 

Small hits in using regular expressions: 

 \\ symbol sequence is used to enter \ character in console  

 \. pattern means . only (in regular expressions single dot in pattern means any 

symbol)  

 to show that no symbols are allowed before the given pattern, we use ^ symbol at 

the beginning of the pattern  

 to specify that no symbols are allowed after the given pattern, we use $ symbol at 

the end of the pattern  

 to enter [ or ] symbols, you should escape them with backslash \. 

Example 

The default rule: 

 

To disallow download of .MP3 and .MPG files and FTP connections other than from the 

10.0.0.1 server: 



 

Direct Access List 

Submenu level: /ip web-proxy direct 

Description 

If parent-proxy property is specified, it is possible to tell the proxy server whether to try 

to pass the request to the parent proxy or to resolve it connecting to the requested server 

directly. Direct Access List is managed just like Proxy Access List described in the 

previous chapter except the action argument. 

Property Description 

action (allow | deny; default: allow) - specifies the action to perform on matched packets 

allow - always resolve matched requests directly bypassing the parent router 

deny - resolve matched requests through the parent proxy. If no one is specified this has 

the same effect as allow 

dst-address (IP address/netmask) - destination address of the IP packet 

dst-port (port{1,10}) - a list or range of ports the packet is destined to 

local-port (port) - specifies the port of the web proxy via which the packet was received. 

This value should match one of the ports web proxy is listening on. 

method (any | connect | delete | get | head | options | post | put | trace) - HTTP method 

used in the request (see HTTP Methods section in the end of this document) 

src-address (IP address/netmask) - source address of the IP packet 

url (wildcard) - the URL of the HTTP request 

Notes 

Unlike the access list, the direct proxy access list has default action equal to deny. It 

takes place when no rules are specified or a particular request did not match any rule. 

Cache Management 

Submenu level: /ip web-proxy cache 



Description 

Cache access list specifies, which requests (domains, servers, pages) have to be cached 

locally by web proxy, and which not. This list is implemented exactly the same way as 

web proxy access list. Default action is to cache object (if no matching rule is found). 

Property Description 

action (allow | deny; default: allow) - specifies the action to perform on matched packets 

allow - cache objects from matched request 

deny - do not cache objects from matched request 

dst-address (IP address/netmask) - destination address of the IP packet 

dst-port (port{1,10}) - a list or range of ports the packet is destined to 

local-port (port) - specifies the port of the web proxy via which the packet was received. 

This value should match one of the ports web proxy is listening on. 

method (any | connect | delete | get | head | options | post | put | trace) - HTTP method 

used in the request (see HTTP Methods section in the end of this document) 

src-address (IP address/netmask) - source address of the IP packet 

url (wildcard) - the URL of the HTTP request 

Complementary Tools 

Description 

Web proxy has additional commands to handle non-system drive used for caching 

purposes and to recover the proxy from severe file system errors. 

Command Description 

check-drive - checks non-system cache drive for errors 

clear-cache - deletes existing cache and creates new cache directories 

format-drive - formats non-system cache drive and prepairs it for holding the cache 

Transparent Mode 

Description 

Transparent proxy feature performs request caching invisibly to the end-user. This way 

the user does not notice that his connection is being processed by the proxy and therefore 

does not need to perform any additional configuration of the software he is using. 

This feature may as well be combined with bridge to simplify deployment of web proxy 

in the existing infrastructure. 



To enable the transparent mode, place a firewall rule in destination NAT, specifying 

which connections, id est traffic coming to which ports should be redirected to the proxy. 

Notes 

Only HTTP traffic is supported in transparent mode of the web proxy. HTTPS and FTP 

protocols are not going to work this way. 

Example 

To configure the router to transparently redirect all connections coming from ether1 

interface to port 80 to the web proxy listening on port 8080, then add the following 

destination NAT rule: 

 

Notes 

Be aware, that you will not be able to access the router's web page after addition of the 

rule above unless you will change the port for the www service under /ip service 

submenu to a different value or explicitly exclude router's IP address from those to be 

matched, like: 

 

It is assumed that the router's address is 1.1.1.1/32. 

HTTP Methods 

Description 

OPTIONS  

This method is a request of information about the communication options available on 

the chain between the client and the server identified by the Request-URI. The method 

allows the client to determine the options and (or) the requirements associated with a 

resource without initiating any resource retrieval 

GET  



This method retrieves whatever information identified by the Request-URI. If the 

Request-URI refers to a data processing process than the response to the GET method 

should contain data produced by the process, not the source code of the process 

procedure(-s), unless the source is the result of the process. 

The GET method can become a conditional GET if the request message includes an If-

Modified-Since, If-Unmodified-Since, If-Match, If-None-Match, or If-Range header 

field. The conditional GET method is used to reduce the network traffic specifying that 

the transfer of the entity should occur only under circumstances described by conditional 

header field(-s). 

The GET method can become a partial GET if the request message includes a Range 

header field. The partial GET method intends to reduce unnecessary network usage by 

requesting only parts of entities without transferring data already held by client. 

The response to a GET request is cacheable if and only if it meets the requirements for 

HTTP caching. 

HEAD  

This method shares all features of GET method except that the server must not return a 

message-body in the response. This retrieves the metainformation of the entity implied by 

the request which leads to a wide usage of it for testing hypertext links for validity, 

accessibility, and recent modification. 

The response to a HEAD request may be cacheable in the way that the information 

contained in the response may be used to update previously cached entity identified by 

that Request-URI. 

POST  

This method requests that the origin server accept the entity enclosed in the request as a 

new subordinate of the resource identified by the Request-URI. 

The actual action performed by the POST method is determined by the origin server and 

usually is Request-URI dependent. 

Responses to POST method are not cacheable, unless the response includes appropriate 

Cache-Control or Expires header fields. 

PUT  

This method requests that the enclosed entity be stored under the supplied Request-URI. 

If another entity exists under specified Request-URI, the enclosed entity should be 

considered as updated (newer) version of that residing on the origin server. If the 



Request-URI is not pointing to an existing resource, the origin server should create a 

resource with that URI. 

If the request passes through a cache and the Request-URI identifies one or more 

currently cached entities, those entries should be treated as stale. Responses to this 

method are not cacheable. 

TRACE  

This method invokes a remote, application-layer loop-back of the request message. The 

final recipient of the request should reflect the message received back to the client as the 

entity-body of a 200 (OK) response. The final recipient is either the origin server or the 

first proxy or gateway to receive a Max-Forwards value of 0 in the request. A TRACE 

request must not include an entity. 

Responses to this method MUST NOT be cached.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


